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The optical trapping and manipulation of nanoscale objects has found various potential applications in nanotechnology. To overcome the diffraction limit of conventional optical tweezers, several near-field optical trapping approaches have been employed, including plasmonic nanostructures. Optical trapping with plasmonics has proven to be an effective means for the contactless manipulation of nanometre-sized particles under low optical intensities with high precision. Various types of nanoparticles have been successfully trapped, including dielectric beads, gold nanoparticles, proteins, quantum dots and magnetic nanoparticles. However, the problem of Joule heating needs to be treated carefully, arising from the high absorption losses that occur for metals. The need for reduced heating has motivated interest into new nanostructure designs for near-field optical trapping. These designs aim to provide enhanced optical forces with small temperature increases.

This dissertation demonstrates the optical trapping and direct tracking of single nanoparticles using a plasmonic double nanohole aperture in a gold film and an all-silicon nanoantenna on a silicon substrate. For both structures, temperature rises that are modest have been predicted, especially for the all-silicon nanoantenna. Fluorescence microscopy is used to observe the optical trapping process during trap-and-release events and to track the position of, and fluorescent emission from, single trapped
nanoparticles as a function of time. The nanoparticles consist of fluorescent polystyrene nanospheres with diameters of 20 nm and 100 nm and streptavidin-coated CdSe/ZnS quantum dots. By analysing the Brownian motion of the trapped nanoparticles using fluorescence imaging, we present a quantitative analysis of the dynamics of the trapped nanoparticles, determining quantities such as the effective trapping stiffness. Comprehensive simulations are also performed to gain insight into the trapping process, including of the distributions of the near fields, temperature increase, fluid velocity, optical force and potential energy. Optical forces exerted on nanoparticles are determined using the rigorous Maxwell stress tensor method. Langevin equation simulations are performed to model the particle trajectories with Brownian motion. Other experiments reported include the two-photon excitation of fluorescence from trapped nanoparticles, the transport of nanoparticles relative to an array of nanoantennas via software-controlled movement of the chip, and the trapping and transport of multiple nanoparticles simultaneously.
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The major contributions of this dissertation are summarized here.

(1) We perform direct particle tracking observation of a single polystyrene nanosphere with a diameter of 20 nm trapped by a double nanohole aperture in a gold film. To the best of our knowledge, our results represent the first time that the measured position distribution of a nanoparticle trapped by a plasmonic nanoaperture has been reported. Furthermore, we present Brownian dynamics simulations of particle trajectories, via Langevin equation with force terms that include stochastic Brownian force, gravity with buoyancy, the optical gradient force and Stokes drag. We also account for interactions of the nanoparticle with the nanoaperture morphology. To the best of our knowledge, the results represent the first time that simulated Brownian trajectories of particles in a near-field optical tweezer have been reported in the literature.

(2) We demonstrate the optical trapping and transport of nanoparticles using an all-silicon nanoantenna. All-silicon nanoantennas produce subwavelength field enhancements and enhanced optical forces with ultralow heat generation. We have successfully trapped polystyrene nanospheres with diameters of 20 nm and 100 nm. We use fluorescence microscopy to track the position and fluorescent emission of the trapped nanoparticles as a function of time. We show that multiple nanoparticles can be trapped simultaneously with a single nanoantenna. We also observe that the infrared continuous wave trapping laser produces fluorescent emission from trapped nanoparticles via two-photon excitation. To the best of our knowledge, our results represent the first experimental realization of optical trapping of nanoparticles using all-dielectric nanoantennas.
We experimentally demonstrate, for the first time to the best of our knowledge, the direct observation of optical trapping and tracking of a single quantum dot in the vicinity of an all-dielectric (silicon) nanoantenna. In addition, we demonstrate that single trapped quantum dots can be excited by two-photon absorption from the continuous wave trapping laser, even for relatively low incident intensities.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

It has been shown that optical trapping (OT) using plasmonic nanostructures allows the non-invasive manipulation of nanometre-sized particles, including dielectric nanospheres (NSs) and biological nanoparticles (NPs), to be performed at low optical intensities. The use of surface plasmons supported by metallic nanostructures leads to field distributions in which electric fields are strongly enhanced and are confined on deeply subwavelength scales. This results in enhanced optical forces and associated trapping potential energy. Plasmonic optical trapping (PLOT) has two main advantages over conventional optical tweezers. First, it breaks the diffraction limit, allowing trapped NPs to be localized much more tightly. Second, for the same input laser power, the trapping potential can be much larger for PLOT, enabling the strong Brownian motion of NPs in a fluid to be tamed. Although various geometries have been investigated during recent years, the problem of Joule heating from the high dissipative losses occurring in metals limits practical applications and thus must be treated carefully, especially for the optical trapping and sensing of biological specimens. This issue has been addressed by designing the plasmonic nanostructure to exhibit good thermal conductivity (e.g., to conduct the heat into the substrate) and by tailoring the plasmonic resonances appropriately. PLOT has thus been demonstrated for the optical trapping and manipulation of small hard particles (such as polystyrene and silica beads, gold NPs, nanodiamonds and semiconductor NPs) and biomolecules (such as proteins, viruses and DNA).
It has been reported nanoapertures in metallic films, such as gold (Au), enable the trapping of single proteins and quantum dots at low optical powers. During the past few years, different nanoaperture geometries have been introduced. One of these is the double nanohole aperture, with which it has been reported that the trapping of single bovine serum albumin molecules has been achieved. In the nanoaperture approach, the metallic film itself can serve as a good heat sink because of its good thermal conductivity, thereby reducing the temperature rise by conducting away the heat. In previous reports of nanoaperture tweezers, trapping dynamics were demonstrated via monitoring the optical transmission through the nanoaperture as a function of time, where step-like rises in transmission indicate the trapping of individual NPs. Nanoaperture tweezers present many opportunities for the field of nanoscience, including the measurement of the properties of NPs on the single particle level and the measurement of dynamics in real-time, e.g., of protein binding kinetics. Furthermore, nanoaperture tweezers are well-suited to integration, for example into microfluidic systems or at the ends of optical fibres.

While the heat sink approach can greatly reduce temperature, increases occurring with plasmon excitation, it does not eliminate them. For some applications, further reductions in heating are needed. This suggests a non-plasmonic approach. One candidate is that of the all-dielectric nanoantenna. These structures consist of low-loss high refractive index dielectrics, such as silicon (Si) or germanium. The nanodimer configuration is particularly compelling for optical nanotweezers. In this approach, two dielectric nanoparticles are separated by a small gap. Illumination of the nanodimer with light polarised across the gap results in a strong field enhancement in the gap. Importantly, since dielectric materials exhibit low absorption losses at optical frequencies, heat generation by the nanoantenna is weak, thereby producing very low
light-into-heat conversion and temperature rise. All-dielectric nanoantennas have been employed in a wide range of applications, including for example surface-enhanced spectroscopy (fluorescence and Raman scattering), biological sensing, and nonlinear optics.

This dissertation focuses on the optical trapping and direct tracking of a single nanoparticle using two nanostructures (or nanotweezers) that exhibit low heat generation. The first is a double nanohole (DNH) aperture in a gold film. The second is an all-silicon nanoantenna on a silicon substrate. Two kinds of nanoparticles have been optically trapped, namely fluorescent polystyrene nanospheres (20 nm and 100 nm in diameter) and streptavidin-coated CdSe/ZnS quantum dots (QDs). Using fluorescence microscopy, the trapping-and-release processes are observed directly, and the trapped nanoparticles’ location and fluorescence light emission have been tracked as a function of time. The direct imaging observation yields additional information not available in the previous method employed with nanoapertures, that is, monitoring transmission as a function of time. Additionally, we perform the finite element method (FEM; COMSOL Multiphysics) numerical simulations to elucidate the trapping process, including near-field distributions, optical forces, potential energy, thermal effects, and Brownian dynamics simulations of trapped particles trajectories. This dissertation also demonstrates the two-photon excitation of nanoparticle fluorescence, the transport of nanoparticles relative to the array of nanoantennas, and the simultaneous trapping of multiple nanoparticles.

This dissertation is organized as follows:

Chapter 1 reviews key elements of the physics of the trapping process. This Chapter also provides a literature review of the relevant background, including optical trapping
and optical forces, optical heating, previous work on optical trapping with plasmonic nanoapertures, all-dielectric nanoantennas, optical trapping of quantum dots, and two-photon absorption. The theoretical framework for analysis is highlighted. The motivation for the development of new approaches to near-field optical trapping methods is described, with particular emphasis on the issue of heating. This is of particular importance due to the fact that one potential application of near-field optical tweezers is for the trapping of single biological molecules for biosensing.

Chapter 2 presents the details of the nanofabrication, numerical simulation, and experimental methods employed in this dissertation. In this work, the DNH aperture is milled into a 100 nm thick Au film using a focused ion beam (FIB) technique, and the Si nanoantennas are fabricated by electron beam lithography (EBL) and reactive ion etching on a Si wafer. Three-dimensional simulations are performed by the FEM (COMSOL Multiphysics). The numerical simulations include near-field distributions, optical forces and potential energy, photothermal effects, and nanoparticle Brownian dynamics. The most important parameters, optical forces, are determined using the rigorous Maxwell stress tensor method. The photothermal effects correspond with the combination of the temperature rise in nanostructures and the surrounding water, and the heat induced water flow. Experimental methods are also introduced, including the microfluidic chamber preparation and the optical trapping experimental setup.

Chapter 3 fully reproduces my first refereed journal publication in my Ph.D. study entitled “Direct Particle Tracking Observation and Brownian Dynamics Simulations of a Single Nanoparticle Optically Trapped by a Plasmonic Nanoaperture”. This chapter is originally published in ACS Photonics. My experiments include the direct particle tracking observation on a single nanoparticle optically trapped by a DNH aperture. To the best of our knowledge, these results represent the first time that the position
distribution of a single NP trapped by a nanoaperture has been reported experimentally. My modelling of nanoparticle trapping dynamics with Brownian motion provides further insights into the trapping process by providing information that complements that provided by our experiments.

Chapter 4 reports the first demonstration of the optical trapping, direct tracking and transport of single and multiple dielectric nanospheres with all-dielectric (silicon) nanoantennas. This work is originally published in *ACS Photonics* entitled “Optical Trapping of Nanoparticles Using All-Silicon Nanoantennas”. Our results demonstrate that Si nanoantenna optical tweezers permit single NPs in solution to be immobilized on-demand, enabling them to be observed for extended periods and then released by switching off the trapping beam. Our Si nanoantenna can reconcile the conflicts between near-field enhancements and deleterious thermal effects that can occur for optical trapping with plasmonic nanoantennas.

Chapter 5 focuses on the direct observation of optical trapping of a single streptavidin-coated CdSe/ZnS quantum dot in a microfluidic chamber by our all-Si nanoantennas. This chapter is originally published in *Optics Express* entitled “All-dielectric nanotweezers for trapping and observation of a single quantum dot”. To the best of our knowledge, our results show the first demonstration of optical trapping of quantum dots by optical forces using all-dielectric nanotweezers. Furthermore, we observe the clear fluorescence blinking behaviour from optically trapped QDs. We do not observe any photothermal effects of the QD emission, including quenching and bleaching.

The last chapter of this dissertation, Chapter 6, summarizes the important findings in this dissertation as well as making the suggestions for some future research directions.
1.2 Optical trapping and optical forces

As predicted by Maxwell’s equations, light (or electromagnetic) fields have linear and angular momentum and thus can generate optical forces and torques on objects via momentum transfer. Optical trapping, the ability to hold and manipulate small objects with light, has found widespread applications in the physical and life sciences. The existence of forces exerted by light was first demonstrated in 1901.\(^1\) The trapping of micrometre-sized particles with light was reported in 1970 by A. Ashkin.\(^2\) It was demonstrated later that a single tightly focused laser beam, now termed as *optical tweezers*,\(^3\) can be utilized to trap microscopic particles near the focus of a laser beam in three dimensions, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. In 2018, Arthur Ashkin was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for this development. The basic experimental setup is simple. A single continuous wave (CW) laser beam is introduced into an optical microscope and focused by an objective lens with high numerical aperture (NA) to a diffraction-limited spot. Since then, optical tweezers are successfully used to trap and manipulate a wide range of small particles, ranging from dielectric and metallic particles, to atoms, molecules, viruses and living cells.\(^4-8\)

![Figure 1.1. Schematic of a single beam optical tweezers (reproduced from ref 7).](image-url)
**Forces in the dipole approximation:** Conventional single beam optical tweezers can be well described by the dipole approximation,\(^9\) when the diameter of the trapped particle is much smaller than the wavelength of the trapping laser (Rayleigh particle). In this situation, the Rayleigh scattering conditions are satisfied, and the particle is approximated by an electric point dipole. In conventional optical tweezers, other than acting as an electric point dipole, the presence of the particle does not change the light fields. Two types of *time-averaged* optical forces can be considered.\(^{10,11}\)

The first type of the force, the *gradient force* due to dielectrophoresis, is proportional to the gradient of the square of the electric field, and thus pulls the particle towards the maximum light intensity regions. This term is usually called the optical trapping force and is a conservative force.

\[
\left\langle \vec{F}_{\text{grad}} \right\rangle = \frac{1}{4} \Re(\alpha_p) \nabla |\vec{E}|^2
\]

where \(\alpha_p\) is the particle polarizability. It can be seen that the gradient force depends on the real part of the particle polarizability. For a small dielectric particle, the Clausius–Mossotti relation is traditionally used to describe the polarizability and then modified to include radiation damping, thereby yielding:

\[
\alpha_p = \frac{\alpha_0}{1-i\alpha_0 k_0^3 / 6\pi \varepsilon_0}
\]

where \(k_0\) is the free-space wavenumber of the trapping laser, and

\[
\alpha_0 = 4\pi r_p^3 \varepsilon_0 n_f^2 \frac{n_p^2-n_f^2}{n_p^2+2n_f^2}
\]

To a first order approximation, \(\alpha_p \approx \alpha_0\) and we thus have:\(^{11}\)

\[
\left\langle \vec{F}_{\text{grad}} \right\rangle = \pi r_p^3 \varepsilon_0 n_f^2 \frac{n_p^2-n_f^2}{n_p^2+2n_f^2} \nabla |\vec{E}|^2
\]
where $r_p$ is the particle radius, $\varepsilon_0$ is the vacuum permittivity, $n_f$ is the refractive index of the surrounding medium and $n_p$ is the refractive index of the particle.

The second type of the force, the non-conservative *scattering force*, proportional to the total cross-section of the particle, can be described by two different contributions: a *radiation pressure force* that acts to push the particle in the direction of the Poynting vector, and a *spin curl force* associated with the nonuniform distribution of the spin density of the light fields. Until recently, the latter was frequently neglected, despite the fact that it can be important for the tightly focused laser beams used in optical tweezers. The scattering force is given by: \(^{11}\)

$$\langle \mathbf{F}_{\text{scat}} \rangle = \frac{\sigma(\alpha_p)}{2c} \text{Re}(\mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{H}^*) + \sigma(\alpha_p) c \nabla \times (\frac{\varepsilon_0}{4\omega n} \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{E}^*)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.5)

The total cross-section of the particle $\sigma$ is the sum of the absorption ($\sigma_{\text{abs}}$) and scattering ($\sigma_{\text{sc}}$) cross-sections.

$$\sigma(\alpha_p) = \sigma_{\text{abs}}(\alpha_p) + \sigma_{\text{sc}}(\alpha_p)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.6)

$$\sigma_{\text{abs}}(\alpha_p) = \frac{k}{\varepsilon_0} \text{Im}(\alpha_p)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.7)

$$\sigma_{\text{sc}}(\alpha_p) = \frac{k^4}{6\pi\varepsilon_0^2} \left| \alpha_p \right|^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.8)

where $k$ is the wavenumber of the trapping laser in the surrounding medium.

For a plane wave with intensity $I_0$ traveling along the direction of $s$, the spin curl force is zero. For a small dipolar dielectric particle, $\sigma_{\text{abs}} = 0$ and

$$\sigma_{\text{sc}} = \frac{128\pi^5 r_p^6}{3\lambda^3} \left( \frac{n_p^2 - n_f^2}{n_p^2 + 2n_f^2} \right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.9)

and the scattering force is written as: \(^{11}\)
\[ \langle \vec{F}_{\text{scat}} \rangle = \frac{\sigma_c}{c} I_0 \vec{s} = \frac{128\pi^5 r_0^6}{\lambda^4 c^3} \left( \frac{n_p^2 - n_f^2}{n_p^2 + 2n_f^2} \right)^2 I_0 \vec{s} \]  

(1.10)

where \( c \) is the light speed in vacuum, \( \lambda \) is the trapping laser free-space wavelength and \( \vec{s} \) is the unit propagation vector. For stable trapping, the gradient force must exceed the scattering force.

**Forces beyond the dipole approximation:** When a particle cannot be approximated as a point dipole, the optical force exerted on it can be determined by the Maxwell stress tensor (MST) method.\(^9\),\(^12\) This is a rigorous way of computing optical forces acting on an arbitrary particle of a given size, shape and refractive index, and is based on the conservation law for the linear momentum. The total *time-averaged* electromagnetic force (i.e., optical force) exerted on a particle interacting with optical fields is given by:\(^9\)

\[ \langle \vec{F} \rangle = \int_{\partial V} \langle \vec{T}(\vec{r},t) \rangle \bullet \vec{n}(\vec{r}) \, da \]  

(1.11)

where \( \vec{T}(\vec{r},t) \) is the Maxwell stress tensor, \( \vec{n}(\vec{r}) \) is the unit vector perpendicular to particle surface \( \partial V \), and \( da \) is an infinitesimal surface element. In Cartesian components, the MST reads as:\(^9\)

\[ \vec{T} = [\varepsilon_r \vec{E}\vec{E} + \mu_r \vec{H}\vec{H} - \frac{1}{2} (\varepsilon_r \vec{E}^2 + \mu_r \vec{H}^2) \vec{I}] = \]  

(1.12)
where \( \mathbf{n}(r) = \begin{bmatrix} n_x \\ n_y \\ n_z \end{bmatrix} \), \( \mathbf{E} = \begin{bmatrix} E_x \\ E_y \\ E_z \end{bmatrix} \), \( \mathbf{H} = \begin{bmatrix} H_x \\ H_y \\ H_z \end{bmatrix} \), \( \varepsilon_r = \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r \), \( \mu_r = \mu_0 \mu_r \) are the permittivity and permeability of the surrounding medium respectively, \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the vacuum permittivity, \( \mu_0 \) is the vacuum permeability, \( \varepsilon_r \) is the relative permittivity and \( \mu_r \) is the relative permeability of the surrounding medium (e.g., water). The force is entirely determined by the electric and magnetic fields on the particle surface \( \partial V \). Here the fields used in the MST are the self-consistent fields, which means that they are a superposition of the incident and the scattered fields (Figure 1.2). Therefore, the problem of force calculation first reduces to solving the field scattering problem.

![Figure 1.2](image.png)

**Figure 1.2.** MST forces on an object \( B \) are determined on the object surface \( \partial V \) (reproduced from ref 9).

Electromagnetic fields also carry angular momentums and thus can exert mechanical torques on objects. The time-averaged torque can be represented as:

\[
\langle \mathbf{N} \rangle = -\int_{\partial V} \left( \mathbf{\hat{T}}(\mathbf{r}, t) \times \mathbf{r} \right) \cdot \mathbf{n}(\mathbf{r}) da
\]  

(1.13)

**Trapping potential energy:** Although the optical forces on particles are not strictly conservative, via confining the motion of the particle in one dimension, such as \( x \)-axis, an effective trapping potential energy can be defined as:

\[
U(x_0) = -\int_{x_0}^{x_1} \langle F_x(x) \rangle dx
\]  

(1.14)
Here when $x$ tends to infinity, $U$ is set to be zero.

![Trapping stiffness from the linear slope](image)

**Figure 1.3.** Definition of the trapping stiffness from the linear slope.

**Trapping stiffness (for small displacements):** An important parameter of an optical tweezer is its trapping stiffness. For example, in one dimension, for small displacements $x$ from the equilibrium position (Figure 1.3), the restoring optical force can be approximated to be linearly dependent on $x$:

$$\langle F_x \rangle = -k_x x$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.15)

where $k_x$ is the trapping stiffness along $x$-direction. A larger stiffness means that the optical force exhibits stronger localization. A consequence of this assumption of the linear dependence of the restoring force is that the trapping potential energy is then approximated by a harmonic function.

In our experiments, we use fluorescence microscopy to track the position of a single trapped NP as a function of time. A camera is used to record the trapping process. Like any camera, it has a finite integration time. Rather than representing instantaneous positions $x$, the measured positions $x_m$ are the average values of the instantaneous (i.e., true) positions $x$ during a finite integration time (i.e., exposure time) of the camera. We thus use the calibration method introduced by Wong and Halvorsen that accounts for the
video-image motion blur over the camera integration time. Here the particle is assumed to be in an ideal harmonic trapping potential.

\[ U(x) = \frac{1}{2} k_x x^2 \]  

(1.16)

In equilibrium, the true position variance \( \text{var}(x) \) is expressed as:

\[ \text{var}(x) = \frac{k_B T}{k_x} \]  

(1.17)

and the measured position variance \( \text{var}(x_m) \) reads as:

\[ \text{var}(x_m) = \text{var}(x) S(\alpha) \]  

(1.18)

where \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( T \) is the temperature and \( S(\alpha) \) is the motion blur correction function. The latter is given by:

\[ S(\alpha) = \frac{2}{\alpha} - \frac{2}{\alpha^2} (1 - \exp(-\alpha)) \]  

(1.19)

and

\[ \alpha = \frac{W k_x}{6 \pi \mu r_p} \]  

(1.20)

where \( W \) is the integration time of the camera, \( \mu \) is the viscosity of water and \( r_p \) is the particle radius. In this way, the “effective” trapping stiffness with motion blur correction can be found by solving eqs 1.17–1.20. Note that we refer to the trapping stiffness as being “effective” to indicate the fact that in our near-field optical tweezers (i.e., DNH and all-Si nanoantenna) the restoring force is not a linear function of the particle displacement (from trap centre). The “effective” trapping stiffness can be thought of as the stiffness that would be possessed by an ideal harmonic trap that produces the same localization (position variance) as our near-field optical tweezers.
1.3 Plasmonic nanoapertures trapping

The trapping and manipulation of micrometre-sized particles and living cells using conventional optical tweezers is well-established. Conventional optical tweezers, however, face challenges for the stable trapping of nanoparticles. NPs are particles with diameters between ~ 1 and 100 nanometres (nm). They include a wide range of interesting structures for nanomaterials-based applications, such as quantum dots, carbon nanotubes and semiconductor nanowires (Figure 1.4). The optical trapping of NPs remains a big challenge for the following two reasons. First, conventional optical tweezers are subject to the diffraction limit, which places a lower bound on the size of focused spot. Second, because the gradient force is roughly proportional to the particle volume (see eq 1.4), NPs experience smaller trapping forces. As a result, the incident optical power must be increased to maintain the trap stability, i.e., to overcome strong Brownian motion. This can lead to undesired photothermal effects. Although some particles can support OT at high power levels, it is not always appropriate for many objects, especially for biomolecules.

![Figure 1.4. The particle size range in OT (reproduced from ref 14).](image)
To overcome these limitations, the use of near-field nanotweezers (NTs) based on plasmonics\textsuperscript{15-19} and other techniques, such as sub-wavelength slot waveguides\textsuperscript{20}, ring resonators\textsuperscript{21}, and photonic crystal resonators\textsuperscript{22}, has attracted keen interest (Figure 1.5). Due to subwavelength field confinement and enhancement, plasmonic nanotweezers have shown promise for the optical trapping of NPs, and reports have been made of single molecule trapping\textsuperscript{23}. In plasmonic nanotweezers, such as nanoantennas and nanoapertures, surface plasmon resonances are used to concentrate light into the nanoscale. In summary, plasmonic nanotweezers have three key advantages over conventional optical tweezers: (1) the light intensity needed for stable trapping is decreased because of the plasmonic field enhancement; (2) the motion of the trapped NP is localized to a narrower potential well because the diffraction limit is broken; and (3) plasmonic nanotweezers are suitable for integration with other techniques (such as Raman spectroscopy) and other structures (such as optical fibres and microfluidic devices).

\textbf{Figure 1.5.} Optical trapping with near-field nanotweezers. (a) Si slot waveguides (reproduced from ref 20). (b) Si microring resonators (reproduced from ref 21). (c) Si photonic crystal resonators (reproduced from ref 22). (d) Au dipole nanoantennas (reproduced from ref 17).

Some of the early works in plasmonic nanotweezers are as follows. In 2004, Kwak et al. first reported the OT of 200 nm (in diameter) fluorescent beads using nanoapertures in an Au film\textsuperscript{24}. In 2008, Grigorenko et al. reported the OT of polystyrene beads (200 nm diameter) using pairs of Au nanopillars (Figure 1.6).\textsuperscript{15} Due to the local
field enhancement, plasmonic double nanopillars can reduce the trapping volume so it is below that given by the diffraction limit, thereby quenching Brownian motion of the optically trapped particles by nearly an order of magnitude as compared with conventional optical tweezers working under the same conditions.\textsuperscript{15} In 2009, Quidant’s group reported the OT of living \textit{Escherichia coli} bacteria using Au nanoantennas on a glass substrate.\textsuperscript{25} Although \textit{E. coli} bacteria can be trapped with conventional optical tweezers, the trapping laser intensities are quite high, and the photodamage is readily observed.\textsuperscript{25} In 2010, Zhang et al. reported the OT and sensing of Au NPs (10 nm diameter) using plasmonic Au dipole nanoantennas.\textsuperscript{17}

\textbf{Figure 1.6.} Optical trapping and position distributions of 200 nm polystyrene beads using conventional optical tweezers (left) and plasmonic double nanopillars (right) (reproduced from ref 15).

\textbf{Figure 1.7.} The real and imaginary part of the complex relative permittivity of Au (Johnson and Christy data).\textsuperscript{26}
**Surface plasmons:** The ability of plasmonic tweezers to yield field distributions in which electric fields are enhanced (compared to incident field) and confined on a subwavelength scale originates from the excitation of the collective oscillations of free electrons in the metal. These are termed surface plasmons (SPs).\textsuperscript{9,27} The existence of SPs was first predicted in 1957 by R. Ritchie.\textsuperscript{28} SPs are supported by metals (e.g., Au, Figure 1.7) and other materials with high free charge densities such as doped semiconductors. The optical properties of metals can be understood classically by the Drude–Sommerfeld model that considers the free electron gas.\textsuperscript{9,29} In response to an applied electric field, the free electrons experience a force and undergo an oscillation described by the following equation of motion:\textsuperscript{9}

\[ m_e \frac{\partial^2 \vec{r}}{\partial t^2} + m_e \Gamma \frac{\partial \vec{r}}{\partial t} = e \vec{E}_0 e^{-i\omega t} \tag{1.21} \]

where \( m_e \) and \( e \) are the effective mass and charge of each free electron, \( \Gamma \) is the collisional damping frequency, and \( \vec{E}_0 \) and \( \omega \) are the amplitude and angular frequency of the applied electric field. Solving the equation of motion gives the dielectric constant (also known as the relative permittivity):\textsuperscript{9}

\[ \varepsilon_{\text{Drude}}(\omega) = 1 - \frac{\omega_p^2}{\omega^2 + i\frac{\omega}{\Gamma}} \tag{1.22} \]

Here \( \omega_p = \sqrt{\frac{ne^2}{m_e \varepsilon_0}} \) is the volume plasma frequency, where \( n \) is the number density of the electrons. Equation 1.22 can be divided into real and imaginary parts:\textsuperscript{9}

\[ \varepsilon_{\text{Drude}}(\omega) = 1 - \frac{\omega_p^2}{\omega^2 + \Gamma^2} + i \frac{\Gamma \omega_p^2}{\omega(\omega^2 + \Gamma^2)} \tag{1.23} \]

We note that the dielectric constant is negative when \( \omega < \omega_p \). This negative dielectric constant is of key importance, being responsible for the surface plasmon resonance phenomena. Two different forms of the SPs are known, depending on the
geometry of the metal (Figure 1.8). They are termed surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) and localized surface plasmons (LSPs).

![Figure 1.8. Schematic illustration of (a) SPPs and (b) LSPs (reproduced from ref 18).](image)

SPPs refer to propagating electromagnetic surface waves that can exist at flat metal-dielectric or metal-air interfaces (Figure 1.8a). They are also referred to as propagating surface plasmons. SPPs involve both the motion of charges in the metal (surface plasmons) and electromagnetic waves in the dielectric or air (polariton). SPPs are propagating modes. They lose energy to the metal due to absorption and the SPP intensity decays exponentially as a function of distance (into the metal and into the dielectric or air) from the interface.

LSPs generally refer to surface plasmons excited in noble metal nanoparticles (e.g., plasmonic nanoantennas) or at the ends of sharp metallic tips with dimensions comparable to or smaller than the excitation wavelength. In LSPs, the time-dependent light fields exert a force on the electrons gas in the conduction band of the metal and drive the electrons to oscillate collectively. For a specific excitation frequency, this induced oscillatory is in resonance with the applied fields, leading to an increased oscillation amplitude. This is also referred to a localized surface plasmon resonance mode. LSPs have two important features: the electromagnetic fields around the particle
surface are highly enhanced, and the absorption cross-section of the particle reaches a maximum at the resonant frequency.

To illustrate the concept of LSPs, we present some example FEM (COMSOL) simulations. The first is of a single Au nanosphere with a diameter of 60 nm illuminated by a plane wave at a wavelength of 522 nm (Figure 1.9a). The second is of a pair of Au nanospheres with diameters of 60 nm separated by a gap of 5 nm. The incident light for the nanosphere pair is a plane wave at a wavelength of 550 nm (Figure 1.9b). Both are in air \((n_{\text{air}} = 1)\) and the illuminating plane wave is \(x\)-polarized and propagates in the \(+z\) direction. Coupling between the NSs red-shifts the resonant wavelength from 522 nm (for the single NS) to 550 nm (for the pair of NSs). It can be seen from Figure 1.9 that the electric field enhancement \((|E|/|E_0|)\) is larger for the pair of nanospheres due to the presence of the small gap. Here \(|E_0|\) is the amplitude of the incident plane wave.

**Figure 1.9.** Simulated electric field enhancement for (a) a single Au NS and (b) a pair of Au NSs with a 5 nm gap. Scale bar: 30 nm.
Figure 1.10. Nanoaperture trapping geometries: (a) circular apertures (reproduced from ref 16); (b) rectangular apertures (reproduced from ref 32); (c) DNH apertures (reproduced from ref 33); (d) bowtie apertures (reproduced from ref 34); (e) coaxial apertures (reproduced from ref 35). Optical trapping of (f) 12 nm silica NSs and (g) 20 nm polystyrene NSs using DNH apertures (reproduced from ref 33).

Optical trapping using nanoapertures: Among the various metallic nanostructures that have been employed for PLOT, plasmonic nanoapertures in thin metallic films have generated a considerable amount of interest.\(^{18, 36}\) Plasmonic nanoapertures allow the OT of NPs at much lower laser intensities than conventional optical tweezers. Followed by the first demonstration of the OT of 200 nm fluorescent beads in water using a nanoaperture in a gold film by Kwak et al. in 2004,\(^{24}\) a large number of theoretical and experimental works have been done with different nanoaperture geometries (Figure 1.10), such as circular apertures,\(^{16}\) rectangular apertures,\(^{32}\) double nanohole (DNH) apertures,\(^{33}\) bowtie apertures,\(^{34}\) and coaxial apertures.\(^{35}\) Some notable trapping works include the demonstration of the optical trapping of dielectric NPs,\(^{33}\) the trapping and manipulation of NPs using nanoapertures at the ends of optical fibres,\(^{34}\) the reported monitoring of protein folding,\(^{36}\) the trapping of single proteins\(^{23}\) and colloidal QDs,\(^{37}\) the characterization of magnetic NPs,\(^{38}\) and fundamental investigations on the trapping performance.\(^{39}\) Interestingly, nanoapertures exhibit the “self-induced back-action” (SIBA) effects, where the trapped NP plays an active dynamic role in enhancing optical forces to help the trapping.\(^{16}\) In these previous
publications, the trapping process was monitored by measuring the optical transmission (of the trapping beam or of the fluorescent emission from trapped particles) through the nanoaperture as a function of time, with step-like increases in transmission showing the OT of NPs. While useful, plots of transmission versus time only provide limited information on the trapping process. Prior to this dissertation, the direct observation (i.e., trajectories) of NPs trapped by plasmonic nanoapertures had not been demonstrated. In this dissertation, the nanoapertures considered are DNH structures. These have favourable attributes that include: (1) the small gap between two circular holes provides a high local fields enhancement; (2) the metal film helps reduce heating effects; and (3) the structure is relatively easy to fabricate compared to nanoantennas or bowtie nanoapertures. Since only the gap size is comparable to the particle diameter (i.e., 20 nm in my experiments), the DNH gap size is set to be ~ 30 nm after considering the fabrication tolerance.

1.4 Optical heating

The illumination of plasmonic nanostructures with light leads to Joule heating due to absorption.\textsuperscript{40, 41} This generally complicates the trapping process because it can result in convection currents, water boiling (in which the trapping is performed) and to damage of the sample at high laser intensities.\textsuperscript{42, 43} Examples of the approaches that have been explored to mitigate this include the introduction of a high thermal conductivity substrate (i.e., heat sink design)\textsuperscript{44} or by off-resonance illumination to minimize the light absorption.\textsuperscript{45} For example, Wang et al. illustrated that heating can be decreased about 100-fold by introducing a gold-copper-silicon heat sink design with plasmonic nanoantennas (Figure 1.11). In optical trapping with plasmonic nanoapertures, we demonstrate (in Chapter 3) that the metallic film itself works as a good heat sink and
helps diminish local heating. On the other hand, the heating that accompany plasmon resonance can be turned into an advantage. Examples include plasmonic photothermal therapies, the optical trapping and versatile manipulation of NPs and biological cells using thermophoretic nanotweezers, and the long-range and rapid transport of NPs by the electrothermoplasmonic (ETP) flow. However, in many OT applications, heating is detrimental as it can damage both the object being trapped and plasmonic nanotweezer structure, as well as lead to the other issues mentioned above.

**Figure 1.11.** Plasmonic nanopillars with an integrated heat sink ($D_p = 280$ nm, $H = 130$ nm, reproduced from ref 44).

We next consider the issue of heating in greater detail. As discussed, SP excitation can be accompanied by strong absorption, leading to local temperature increases. This in turn results in a large temperature gradient, causing the thermal convection and thermophoresis or even boiling of the water. Thermal convection, also commonly known as free convection or natural convection of a fluid (usually water), takes place through the net displacement of the fluid that is caused by buoyancy because the fluid density varies with the temperature. Here we consider plasmonic nanotweezers. In optical trapping experiments, since there have no any external sources (like a pump, fan, etc.), the convection is only natural. The water that surrounds a plasmonic nanotweezer structure is heated and thus flows upward due to buoyancy. Then this hot water cools
down via heat (or energy) exchange with the non-heated microfluidic chamber walls, and finally flows back to plasmonic nanotweezer structure, thus establishing a convective flow pattern (Figure 1.12). Here the hotter volume transfers heat towards the cooler volume of the water. Because the induced convection water flow exerts Stokes drag forces on particles, it destabilizes the OT process. Thermophoresis (also known as the Soret effect) moves particles along temperature gradients of the background fluid. The direction in which the particles move by thermophoresis depends on the nanoparticle material. Polystyrene NSs, for example, move from hotter to colder areas. But this effect can be reversed for very small particles (e.g., molecules) and at low temperatures (e.g., a few degrees Celsius). The thermophoretic force is defined as:

$$\vec{F}_p = \frac{6\pi d_p \mu^2 C_s (k_f / k_p) \nabla T}{\rho (2(k_f / k_p) + 1) T}$$

(1.24)

where $d_p$ is the particle diameter, $\mu$ is the fluid viscosity, $k_f$ is the thermal conductivity of the fluid, $k_p$ is the thermal conductivity of the particle, $T$ is the fluid temperature, $\rho$ is the fluid density, and $C_s$ is a constant equal to 1.17.

Figure 1.12. Schematic of thermal convection.
**Theoretical background:** The thermo-induced water flow expected around a plasmonic nanostructure (such as an Au nanoantenna) under illumination arises from dissipative losses in metals. The flow results from the combination of heat transfer (in the solids and fluids of the system) with the resultant buoyancy-driven natural convection. We describe our modelling approach below. In summary, the physics is described by a set of coupled partial differential equations combining optics, thermodynamics and hydrodynamics phenomena,\textsuperscript{42, 43, 49, 54} which we numerically solve in the FEM package of COMSOL Multiphysics.

In the first step, we solve the time-independent vector wave equation for a monochromatic electric field around our optical nanotweezer (e.g., Au nanoantenna), that is:\textsuperscript{40}

\[
\nabla \times (\nabla \times \vec{E}) - k_0^2 \varepsilon(\vec{r}) \vec{E} = 0
\]

where \(\vec{E}\) is the total electric field (i.e., the incident and scattered field), \(k_0 = 2\pi / \lambda\) is the free-space wavenumber with the free-space wavelength \(\lambda\), and \(\varepsilon(\vec{r}) = \varepsilon'(\vec{r}) - i\varepsilon''(\vec{r})\) is the complex and position dependent permittivity. The electric field distribution determined from eq 1.25 is used to calculate the heat source density inside the nanoantenna, which is given by:\textsuperscript{40}

\[
q(\vec{r}) = \frac{1}{2} \text{Re}[\vec{J}^*(\vec{r}) \cdot \vec{E}(\vec{r})] = \frac{\omega}{2} \text{Im}(\varepsilon_{Au}) |\vec{E}(\vec{r})|^2
\]

where \(\omega\) is the angular frequency of the illumination, \(\varepsilon_{Au}\) is the gold permittivity, \(\vec{J}(\vec{r})\) is the complex current density phasor, and \(\vec{E}(\vec{r})\) is the complex electric field phasor. The generated heat power can be computed by a volume integral over the nanoantenna:

\[
Q = \int_{V} q(\vec{r}) dV
\]
The heat density (or heat power) acts as the source term in the heat diffusion equations for determining the temperature distribution on the nanoantenna surface as well as in the surrounding water and the underlying substrate. The heat density inside the nanoantenna is strongly dependent on its geometry and can be highly non-uniform. This produces a temperature distribution in the nanoantenna governed by the following heat diffusion equation:\(^{42}\)

\[
\rho_{Au} C_{Au} \frac{\partial T(\vec{r},t)}{\partial t} - \nabla \bullet (\kappa_{Au} \nabla T(\vec{r},t)) = q(\vec{r})
\]  

(1.28)

where \(\kappa_{Au}\) is the thermal conductivity of Au, \(\rho_{Au}\) is the density of Au, and \(C_{Au}\) is the heat capacity of Au. It should be noted that the temperature profile inside the nanoantenna is usually quite uniform in spite of the non-uniformity of the heat source density.\(^{42}\) This is because the thermal conductivity of Au is much larger than that of water. The solution of eq 1.28 is time-dependent, and after a characteristic time (~ 0.1 \(\mu\)s),\(^{42}\) it reaches steady state. The characteristic time is short because the Reynolds number in the system is very small. We consider the steady state problem, i.e., the temperature does not change with the time and the first term in eq 1.28 disappears. The heat transfer in Au can thus be expressed as:

\[
-\nabla \bullet (\kappa_{Au} \nabla T(\vec{r})) = q(\vec{r})
\]  

(1.29)

Outside the Au nanoantenna, it is not necessary to consider heat sources because the absorption of light by the water is negligible in comparison to that in the nanoantenna (i.e., \(q_{\text{water}}(\vec{r}) = 0\)). Thermal-induced convection may occur, however. The steady state temperature distribution in the surrounding water is determined by the following equation:\(^{43}\)

\[
\rho_f C_f \vec{u}(\vec{r}) \bullet \nabla T(\vec{r}) - \nabla \bullet (\kappa_f \nabla T(\vec{r})) = 0
\]  

(1.30)
where $\mathbf{u}(\mathbf{r})$ is the velocity field of water, $\kappa_f$ is the thermal conductivity of water, $\rho_f$ is the density of water, and $C_f$ is the heat capacity of water. The first term in eq 1.30 is the convection term depending on the velocity field of the water, while the second term is the heat conduction term.

Because the water around the nanoantenna increases in temperature, it will experience some reduction in its mass density, which generates an upward convection of water. When temperature variations in a flow are small, it can often be assumed incompressible, that is, the water density $\rho_f$ is constant or nearly constant. For an incompressible flow, the general equation governing this stable water convection velocity is the incompressible Navier–Stokes equation:\textsuperscript{43}

$$\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\rho_0 (\mathbf{u}(\mathbf{r}) \cdot \nabla) \mathbf{u}(\mathbf{r}) = -\nabla p(\mathbf{r}) + \mu \nabla^2 \mathbf{u}(\mathbf{r}) + \mathbf{f} \\
\rho_0 \nabla \cdot \mathbf{u}(\mathbf{r}) = 0
\end{array} \right. \quad (1.31)$$

where the temperature-dependent and pressure-dependent water density $\rho_f$ has been replaced by a constant density $\rho_0$ (i.e., the reference water density), $\mu$ is the viscosity of water, $p$ is the pressure, and $\mathbf{f}$ is the body force per unit volume because of the temperature non-uniformity. This thermal force term can be estimated with the Boussinesq approximation, which is a popular way to solve the non-isothermal flow and is accurate when the density variations are small (incompressible flow). It assumes that the density variations have little influence on the water velocity field, except they are only significant in buoyancy. This approximation elucidates the density dependence by introducing an external buoyancy force due to the temperature increase:\textsuperscript{54}

$$\mathbf{f}_{buoy} = -\rho_0 \beta (T(\mathbf{r}) - T_0) \mathbf{g} \quad (1.32)$$

where $\mathbf{g}$ is the acceleration due to gravity, $T_0$ is the initial temperature, and $\beta$ is the thermal expansion coefficient of water. In the modelling, we furthermore assume that
the heat power is uniformly distributed throughout the nanoantenna volume due to the high thermal conductivity of the material, and \( \bar{q}(r) \) reduces to a scalar:

\[
q = \frac{\int q(r) dV}{V}
\]  

By combining eqs 1.29–1.32 and solving numerically, the temperature distributions in the nanoantenna and water and the convection velocity fields can be obtained. From the above discussion, it can be understood that, to achieve a low temperature rise, two main approaches can be employed. First, fabricate nanostructures with materials having the low imaginary part of the permittivity, such as dielectric materials, to reduce the heat power. Second, use a heat sink approach or other designs with employing materials with high thermal conductivity to dissipate the generated heat. This dissertation explores both methods, including plasmonic nanoapertures and all-dielectric (Si) nanoantennas.

1.5 All-dielectric nanoantennas

Plasmonic nanoantennas present a means to confine light to a deeply subwavelength scale, which is advantageous not only for optical nanotweezers but for other applications such as surface enhanced spectroscopy. This subwavelength field confinement is accompanied by high absorption in the metal (from which the plasmonic nanoantenna) is formed, and thus to heating. The need for reduced local heating has been emphasized for a lot of practical applications of nanoantennas (and not just nanotweezers), prompting recent theoretical and experimental interests into all-dielectric nanoantennas (or nanostructures, Figure 1.13)\textsuperscript{55-57} that are made from dielectric materials rather than metals. It should be noted that “dielectric” is used in this context to refer to materials that are not metals and includes semiconductors such as
silicon. One example of this approach is the all-dielectric optical Yagi-Uda nanoantenna (Figure 1.14a). Unlike plasmonic nanoantennas fabricated from metals, all-dielectric nanoantennas are made of low-loss high refractive index materials (Figure 1.15), such as Si, germanium or gallium phosphide (i.e., non-plasmonic materials).  

![Figure 1.13. Examples of all-dielectric nanostructures. (a) Si nanodimers (reproduced from ref 60). (b) Cubic tellurium resonators (reproduced from ref 61). (c) Hollow Si nanocylinders (reproduced from ref 62). (d) Si rectangular bar and ring resonators (reproduced from ref 63). (e) Si-based chiral metasurfaces (reproduced from ref 64). (f) Si heptamer oligomers (reproduced from ref 65).](image)

![Figure 1.14. (a) Schematic view of an all-dielectric optical Yagi-Uda nanoantenna (reproduced from ref 55). (b) Photograph of the all-dielectric Yagi-Uda microwave antenna (reproduced from ref 66).](image)
The differences between the optical responses of dielectric and plasmonic nanoantennas can be understood by examining the solution to Maxwell’s equations calculated for each configuration. For physical interpretation, however, it is helpful to consider the effect of the material (metal or dielectric) in determining the optical response. The main difference between the optical response of dielectric and plasmonic nanoantennas is the nature of the currents induced by an incident light field (Figure 1.16a). In plasmonic (metallic) nanoantennas, the free electrons in the conduction band dominate the optical response as they are driven into oscillations by the external electric field. In other words, the nanoantenna effects are based on the oscillations of the free electron plasma. These oscillations are accompanied by strong dissipative losses of an ohmic nature. In contrast, optical resonances of dielectric nanoantennas originate from circular displacement currents owing to the oscillations of bound electrons. These currents do not have the strong ohmic damping displayed by the plasmonic nanoantennas, and dielectric nanoantennas thus have lower heat generation. Based on the different physical mechanism, all-dielectric nanoantennas show different resonance properties. Two of the key benefits they have over plasmonic nanoantennas are as
follows. First, as discussed, because of low dissipative losses, heat generation by
dielectric nanoantennas is small, and the temperature rises that occur can be much
smaller than what would occur for a comparable plasmonic nanoantenna. Second, all-
dielectric nanoantennas feature both strong electric and magnetic resonant modes at the
nanoscale (“hotspots”). For example, Bakker et al. demonstrated that for an isolated
silicon nanodimer (i.e., a pair of nanoparticles separated by a small gap), the hotspot in
the gap area can have either an electric or a magnetic character, depending on the
polarization of the incident field (Figure 1.16b).^60

![Figure 1.16](image1.png)

**Figure 1.16.** (a) Schematic illustration of the induced currents in plasmonic and dielectric nanoparticles
(reproduced from ref 58). (b) Schematic of the hotspot formation in plasmonic and dielectric nanodimers
(reproduced from ref 60).

All-dielectric nanoantennas can be an attractive alternative to their plasmonic
counterparts to manipulate light at the nanoscale. They not only provide a low-loss
platform, but they offer several additional opportunities based on the strong electric and
magnetic responses that they can support. The near-field enhancements they provide are
generally lower than those provided by plasmonic nanostructures, but are large enough
for many applications. For example, Si dimer nanoantennas on glass substrates have
been employed to enhance fluorescence and Raman scattering from a dense layer of dye
molecules covering them, with negligible temperature rise.^67 In that work, simulations
predicted an electric field enhancement of 5.5 for a 20 nm gap width (Figure 1.17). One
can expect that even greater enhancements would be achieved for smaller gap widths. It
was also shown that silicon dimer nanoantennas can enhance the fluorescence from single molecules.\textsuperscript{68} Another demonstration on this theme involved the use of silicon nanoresonators for biosensing, with Yavas et al. demonstrating the detection of protein cancer markers in human serum.\textsuperscript{69} In the field of nonlinear optics, Shcherbakov et al. observed the enhanced third-harmonic generation from Si nanodisks which exhibit both electric and magnetic dipolar resonances.\textsuperscript{70}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{image}
\caption{Scanning electron micrograph image (left) and numerical near-field distribution excited at resonance (right) of a Si nanodimer with a 20 nm gap (reproduced from ref 67). Scale bar: 100 nm.}
\end{figure}

\subsection*{1.6 Optical trapping of quantum dots}

Colloidal quantum dots (QDs), also known as semiconductor nanoparticles, are three-dimensional nanoscale crystals in which free electrons are confined in a semiconductor matrix. Semiconductor QDs were first discovered by Rossetti et al. at Bell Labs in 1983\textsuperscript{71} and termed “quantum dots” by Reed et al. at Yale University.\textsuperscript{72} The sizes and shapes of QDs can be accurately controlled by the use of advanced nanofabrication technology.\textsuperscript{73} The potential barrier in a QD results in a series of discrete, atomic-like energy levels for the valence band hole and conduction band electron states of semiconductors. These energy levels are strongly dependent on the size of the QD.\textsuperscript{74} The properties of QDs can be thought of as being between those of the discrete molecules and bulk semiconductors. Generally, larger QDs (diameters of 5–6 nm, for
example) emit longer wavelength light (e.g., red or orange) and smaller QDs (diameters of 2–3 nm, for example) emit shorter wavelength light (e.g., blue or green). Because of wave–particle duality in quantum mechanics, the state of a particle is described by a wave function. The energy levels and wave functions of a single carrier (i.e., electrons and holes) correspond to the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Schrödinger equation: \( \frac{-\nabla \cdot \left( \frac{\hbar^2}{8\pi^2 m_e} \nabla \Psi \right) + V \Psi}{\Psi} = E \Psi \) (1.34)

where \( \hbar \) is the Planck’s constant, \( \Psi \) is the wave function, \( E \) is the eigenvalue, \( V \) is the potential energy and \( m_e \) is the effective carrier mass. As an example, we show three lowest electron eigenwave functions of a CdSe/ZnS core-shell QD for the principal quantum number \( l = 0 \) (Figure 1.18), simulated with COMSOL PDE Module (partial differential equation). A large number of applications for QDs have been explored over the last decade, including infrared detection, lasers, second-harmonic generation, ultrafast all-optical switches, quantum computing, and as fluorescent markers for biological labelling. For the latter, QDs offer many favourable attributes, such as size-dependent emission, large linear and nonlinear absorption cross-sections, high brightness, high quantum yield and excellent photostability.

**Figure 1.18.** (a) The three lowest electronic states for the case of \( l = 0 \). CdSe/ZnS core-shell QDs: CdSe core radius = 5 nm, ZnS shell thickness = 2 nm. Scale bar: 2 nm. (For electrons: \( V = 0 \) for CdSe and \( V = 1.09 \text{ eV} \) for ZnS; \( m_e = 0.11m_0 \) for CdSe and \( m_e = 0.27m_0 \) for ZnS; data from ref 77) (b) The corresponding energy diagram of QDs.
**Optical trapping of QDs:** In nanotechnology, QDs are very attractive candidates for nanomaterial-based applications. In recent years, there has been much interest in using optical tweezers to trap nanomaterials for a variety of reasons, including to localize these materials to facilitate their characterization via spectroscopy with biological applications. QDs can be optically trapped by conventional optical tweezers and by near-field nanotweezers (Figure 1.19). In 2008, Jauffred et al. first demonstrated that individual QDs can be optically trapped and manipulated in free space by conventional optical tweezers with an infrared continuous wave (CW) laser. The same group later reported that individual QDs can be not only trapped by the trapping laser, but also excited simultaneously by two-photon absorption with the same CW infrared trapping beam. Observations of optical trapping and two-photon excitation of QDs have also been reported using picosecond and femtosecond pulsed lasers, respectively, by conventional optical tweezers. The OT of single QDs has also been explored using various near-field trapping techniques. In particular, Erickson’s group showed that QDs can be trapped and released on-demand in the close vicinity of the silicon nitride photonic crystal resonators, but it is difficult to clearly resolve the individual QDs from the fluorescence microscope images they provided. Plasmonic nanoantennas and nanoapertures can also trap QDs with relatively weak illuminations. The former was demonstrated by Tsuboi et al. in 2010, with the nanoantennas comprising gold nanodimer arrays. Experimental demonstration of the trapping of individual QDs was achieved using a bowtie nanoaperture in a silver film by Jensen et al. (for silica-coated QDs) and using a DNH aperture in a gold film from Reuven Gordon’s group.

At this point we note three interesting phenomena concerning the optical trapping of QDs that have been reported in the literature. First, Jauffred and Oddershede trapped...
QDs with different sizes, but found little dependence of the optical force with size, which runs counter to the (approximately) cubic dependence (force versus diameter) that would be expected. Second, Chiang et al. demonstrated that the efficient two-photon absorption process enhances the trapping ability of QDs by analysing Rayleigh scattering image. Third, using plasmonic nanoantennas, single QDs can be particularly trapped with weak light illumination, where the trapping potential energy is smaller than the thermal energy, as experimentally demonstrated by Tsuboi et al. We anticipate that the complete description of trapping behaviour could be a powerful means for the better understanding of optical tweezers and nanotweezers.

Figure 1.19. (a) Optical trapping (OT) with CW lasers (reproduced from ref 78). (b) OT of CdTe QDs with femtosecond lasers (reproduced from ref 83). (c) OT using Au nanodimers (reproduced from ref 85). (d) OT using DNH apertures (reproduced from ref 86). (e) OT of silica-coated QDs using silver bowtie apertures (reproduced from ref 37). (f) OT of QDs using silicon nitride photonic crystal resonators (reproduced from ref 84).

1.7 Two-photon absorption

Nonlinear optics refers to the field of study concerned with the fact the induced electric polarization in a material can have a nonlinear dependence on the external light field (electric field). One of the important phenomena in nonlinear optics is the optical Kerr
effect. At low intensities, the refractive index of a material is fairly independent of the light intensity. However, when the intensity is high, the refractive index starts to depend on the external intensity. This is the optical Kerr effect. The intensity-dependent nonlinear refractive index can be written as:

\[ n = n_0 + \Delta n(I) = n_0 + I\gamma \]  

(1.35)

where \( n \) is the total refractive index, \( n_0 \) is the linear (constant) refractive index, \( \gamma \) (in units of \( \text{m}^2/\text{W} \)) is the nonlinear refractive index coefficient and \( I \) is the light intensity. It can be seen that the total refractive index is a linear function of the light intensity. For CdSe at 1064 nm, we have coefficient \( \gamma = -1.47 \times 10^{-18} \text{ m}^2/\text{W} \).88

**Two-photon absorption:** Two-photon absorption (TPA) is a third-order nonlinear optical process involving the simultaneous absorption of two low-energy photons having identical or different energies. This excites a molecule or NP (or some other material) from the ground state to an excited state via an intermediate (or virtual) state (Figure 1.20).87-90 The energy difference between these two states is equal to the sum of the energies of the two photons. As this process concerns the simultaneous absorption of two photons, the emitted fluorescent intensity is proportional to the square of the incident light intensity. It is thus advantageous to use a pulsed laser, to achieve a greater instantaneous optical intensity. This fluorescence is known as the two-photon-excited fluorescence. Materials exhibiting TPA are often characterized by their TPA cross-sections (\( \sigma_{\text{TPA}} \)). By contrast, in a linear excitation process, the energy of each photon is large enough to promote an electron to the excited state. Therefore, only one photon is absorbed at a time. In this case, the fluorescent intensity is linearly dependent on the incident light intensity.
In this dissertation, we present results in which single fluorescent NSs and individual CdSe/ZnS QDs are excited from the ground states to the excited states via both linear and nonlinear absorption processes. In the linear absorption experiments (one-photon excitation), a green laser (wavelength 532 nm) is used to excite fluorescence from the NSs or QDs. In the nonlinear absorption experiments (two-photon excitation), the illumination source is the infrared laser (wavelength 1064 nm) also used for the trapping. The fluorescence emission that follows occurs in the same manner after both excitation processes.

Figure 1.20. Schematic diagrams of degenerate (left) and non-degenerate (right) TPA.
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CHAPTER 2

Methods

This chapter describes both experimental and simulation methods employed in this dissertation. We begin by describing the nanofabrication techniques. We next describe our simulation methods. After that, we describe other aspects of experiments related to the optical microscope system in which the trapping is performed.

2.1 Nanofabrication

Two types of nanostructures are investigated in this dissertation: a double nanohole (DNH) aperture in a gold film, and an all-dielectric (silicon) nanoantenna on a silicon substrate. The DNH aperture devices are fabricated by Dr. Gediminas Gervinskas at the Melbourne Centre for Nanofabrication (MCN). The Si nanoantenna devices are fabricated by Dr. Wuzhou Song, a research fellow from Crozier’s group.

A scanning electron micrograph (SEM) top-view image of a representative DNH aperture is shown in Figure 2.1a. The DNH is milled into a 100 nm thick Au film on a 1 mm thick glass substrate with a 5 nm thick titanium adhesion layer (EMF Corp., TA134) using a focused ion beam (FIB) milling technique (FEI Helios Nanolab 600 Dual Beam FIB-SEM), with a ±10 nm fabrication tolerance. FIB milling provides a simple but accurate method for the fabrication of nanoapertures in metallic films and requires neither mask nor resist. A photograph of two samples is shown as Figure 2.1b. Our sample consists of a 10×10 array of DNH structures (Figure 2.1c). Each array consists of four 5×5 sub-arrays (“Q1”–“Q4”), between which there are gaps of 20 μm.
In each sub-array, DNH structures are formed in a square lattice (10 μm spacing, Figure 2.1c,d). Each DNH structure (Figure 2.1a) has two circular holes with diameters of ~100 nm, and a ~30 nm gap in between. The two circular holes are separated by ~140 nm for the centre-to-centre distance.

A number of different approaches have been explored for all-dielectric nanoantenna fabrication, including lithography technique, chemical vapor deposition technique, thin film dewetting technique, and laser-assisted methods (e.g., laser ablation and laser printing). The most straightforward technique is lithography, with which many complex shapes have been demonstrated. The Si nanoantennas employed in this dissertation (see Figure 2.2a) are fabricated by standard electron beam lithography (EBL) and inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) on a Si wafer (Virginia Semiconductor Inc.). The resist used is ZEP520 (Zeon Chemicals). A photograph of a sample is provided as Figure 2.2b. After etching, the residual resist is removed, resulting in the silicon nanoantenna arrays (Figure 2.2c,d). EBL allows the writing of nanopatterns with very high resolution. Each sample consists of 3×3 arrays separated by gaps of 0.6 mm. Each array has an overall extent of ~50 μm, consisting of Si nanoantennas made in a square lattice (25×25 nanoantennas) with period 2 μm. Each nanoantenna (see SEM image in Figure 2.2a) consists of two identical Si cylinders separated by a gap of 50 nm. The cylinders have diameters of 200 nm and heights of 200 nm. They are surrounded by a Si ring and are situated on a Si substrate. The ring has inner and outer radii of 525 nm and 725 nm, respectively, and a height of 200 nm.
Figure 2.1. (a) SEM image of DNH aperture with a 30 nm gap. Circular holes are denoted by orange dashed lines. (b) Photograph of Au films with DNH arrays. (c) Schematic layout of DNH arrays. (d) Optical microscope image of DNH arrays immersed in water. Scale bar: 10 μm.

Figure 2.2. (a) SEM image of all-Si nanoantenna with a 50 nm gap. (b) Photograph of a Si wafer with nanoantenna arrays. (c) Schematic layout of Si nanoantenna arrays in wafer (each blue square indicates an array with 25×25 nanoantennas). (d) Microscope image of Si nanoantenna array chip immersed in water. Scale bar: 10 μm.
2.2 COMSOL simulation

Optical trapping processes involve not only the generation of near fields and optical forces, but also heat transfer from nanostructures to the surrounding environment. In this dissertation, comprehensive simulations are performed by the finite element method (FEM; COMSOL Multiphysics). COMSOL Multiphysics provides a powerful interaction environment for modelling many kinds of engineering and science problems. The key advantage is that COMSOL can be used to model a variety of physical phenomena in a coupled manner. The simulation procedure can be briefly described as follows: (1) select the study environment; (2) build or load geometrical objects; (3) specify material properties; (4) determine physics and boundary conditions; (5) create the mesh; (6) run the simulation; (7) postprocess results. In the simulation, creating the mesh is an important step. Normally, the smaller the mesh elements, the better the numerical accuracy, but the more the computational memory and simulation time needed. I performed all COMSOL simulations. In my study, different modules are selected for different purposes. I use the “Wave Optics Module” to determine the electromagnetic scattering (including nanostructures and nanoparticles), optical forces and the heat source power coming from light dissipation. Optical forces acting on the nanoparticle surface are determined using the Maxwell stress tensor method. I use the “PDE Module” (partial differential equation) to determine the trapping potential energy by solving the equation \(-\nabla U = \vec{F}\). I use the “Conjugate Heat Transfer Module” to simulate the thermal coupling problem concerning the heat transfer and water flow (in steady states) in the microfluidic chamber. I use the “Particle Tracing Module” to simulate particle trajectories under the influence of different forces with very small solver time steps by performing Langevin equation simulations. More modelling details
are given in Chapter 3 for the DNH trapping work and in Chapters 4 and 5 for the Si nanoantenna trapping work.

2.3 Experimental methods

**Microfluidic chamber preparation:** The microfluidic chamber (4 mm × 16 mm area, width 1 mm) is formed from photoresist on a 150 μm thick microscope glass coverslip (Figure 2.3a) using standard photolithography methods. The process starts with the glass coverslip (VWR, Square, No.1) being sonicated in water, baked on a hot plate to dry it, and cleaned in an oxygen plasma cleaner (Diener electronic) to remove particles etc. from its surface. This is followed by photoresist (AZ 9260) coating, photolithography (Quintel Mask Aligner Q4000-6) and development (AZ 400K Developer 1:4). The photoresist thickness is determined by the rotation speed of the spin coater and measured with an optical profilometer. The photoresist is first applied to the cleaned coverslip while the latter is rotating at 500 rpm over a time interval of 10 s to allow it to spread. The coverslip is then spun at a designated speed for 60 s to obtain the required photoresist thickness. For the DNH work, the designated speed is 600 rpm, which yields a photoresist thickness of ~ 20 μm. For the Si nanoantenna work, the speed is 1000 rpm, yielding a thickness of ~ 15 μm. That the chamber is relatively shallow facilitates the fluorescence observations performed in this dissertation. Two holes are drilled into the sample (Au film on glass or Si chip) to allow tubing to be added later. The sample (Au film on glass or Si chip) is then washed with acetone and rinsed with isopropanol and water. It is then glued to the glass coverslip containing the microfluidic chamber using UV-cured optical adhesive (Thorlabs, Inc., NOA63), resulting in the chamber being closed (Figure 2.3b). Polyethylene tubing (Fisher Scientific, BD 427406) is used to deliver fluids into the channel.
Figure 2.3. Photograph of (a) a microfluidic chamber and (b) a Si chip sample package.

Figure 2.4. Photograph of the experimental setup showing two lasers and their optical paths.

**Optical trapping setup:** Our experimental setup (Figure 2.4) includes a series of components: a continuous wave near-infrared trapping laser (CW, Laser Quantum Ventus 1064); a green laser for fluorescence excitation (DPSS Laser, LSR532NL-500); an oil immersion microscope objective (Nikon Plan Fluorite Oil Immersion Objective, 100×, NA = 1.3); nanostructures in microfluidic systems (4 mm × 16 mm, ~ 20 μm or 15 μm); a sensitive electron multiplying camera (EM-CCD, ProEM-HS: 512×512, Princeton Instruments); a grating spectrometer (SpectraPro 2300i, Acton). The setup was originally built by Dr. Wuzhou Song, a research fellow in Crozier’s group, though I made modifications to it. The wavelength of the trapping laser (1064 nm) is a very
common choice for optical tweezers, as it results in low photodamage. The nanoparticles (fluorescent polystyrene NSs: F8784 and F8800, carboxylate-modified; QDs: Q10121MP, streptavidin-coated) are purchased from Life Technologies. The polystyrene NSs are suspended in distilled water, and the QDs are suspended in phosphate-buffered saline solution (1X PBS, pH 7.4). A trace amount of the surfactant Tween 20 (Life Technologies) is added to the solution to prevent aggregation. We use a low autofluorescence immersion oil with a refractive index of $n = 1.518$ (Olympus Type F). The experimental setup is based on an inverted optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse TE2000). The optical trapping process is monitored by observing the wide-field fluorescence imaging after a set of filters (dichroic mirrors and two 750 nm shortpass filters). The EM-CCD camera is used to track the position of the nanoparticles (and light emission) as a function of time. The EM-CCD camera is operated at 30 frames per second (fps) with an exposure time of ~ 30 ms. Each pixel on the EM-CCD sensor array is 16 μm × 16 μm, which translates to around 160 nm × 160 nm at the sample plane with the 100× magnification objective. Our setup also includes an optical shutter (Thorlabs, Inc.), a half-wave plate (wavelength 1064 nm, Thorlabs, Inc.), optical diffusers, and a piezoelectric stage. Schematic diagrams of the setup are also provided in later chapters of this dissertation.

The input trapping laser power $P_0$ is measured before the objective (i.e., removing the objective) using a power meter (Thorlabs, Inc., S121C). The diffraction-limited beam spot diameter (i.e., $1/e^2$ intensity diameter) is a function of the wavelength ($\lambda$) and the numerical aperture (NA) of the objective lens and is approximately given by:

$$d_{\text{diffraction}} = \frac{1.22\lambda}{NA}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)
In the experiments, we assume that the laser is nearly diffraction limited and has a spot diameter $d$ of $\sim 1.2 \, \mu m$, which is larger than the diffraction-limited spot ($\sim 1 \, \mu m$). The trapping laser intensity at the sample is then calculated as:

$$I_0 = \frac{4P_0 \cdot T_{\text{obj}}}{\pi d^2} \quad (2.2)$$

where $T_{\text{obj}}$ is the transmission of the objective at a wavelength of 1064 nm.
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Direct particle tracking observation and Brownian dynamics simulations of a single nanoparticle optically trapped by a plasmonic nanoaperture
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ABSTRACT: Optical trapping using plasmonic nanoapertures has proven to be an effective means for the contactless manipulation of nanometer-sized particles under low optical intensities. These particles have included polystyrene and silica nanospheres, proteins, coated quantum dots and magnetic nanoparticles. Here we employ fluorescence microscopy to directly observe the optical trapping process, tracking the position of a polystyrene nanoparticle (20 nm diameter) trapped in water by a double nanohole (DNH) aperture in a gold film. We show that position distribution in the plane of the film has an elliptical shape. Comprehensive simulations are performed to gain insight into the trapping process, including of the distributions of the electric field, temperature, fluid velocity, optical force, and potential energy. These simulations are combined with stochastic Brownian diffusion to directly model the dynamics of the trapping process, that is, particle trajectories. We anticipate that the combination of direct particle tracking experiments with Brownian motion simulations will be valuable tool for the better understanding of fundamental mechanisms underlying nanostructure-based trapping. It could thus be helpful in the development of the future novel optical trapping devices.

KEYWORDS: optical trapping, particle tracking, double nanoholes, fluorescence microscopy, Brownian motion

The use of optical forces for the acceleration and trapping of micrometer-sized particles was first demonstrated by Arthur Ashkin in 1970. It was later shown that a single tightly focused laser beam, termed optical tweezers, could be used to trap, transport, and manipulate particles, and many applications in the biological and physical sciences have been introduced. In conventional optical tweezers, particles are trapped using the gradient forces exerted by laser beams focused with lenses. For the trapping of very small particles (tens of nanometers), however, these face challenges, because the forces are roughly proportional to particle volume. A consequence is that the field intensity must be increased to maintain trap stability to overcome the strong Brownian motion, but this can result in undesired thermal effects. Furthermore, in conventional optical tweezers, a lower bound on the focal spot size is set by the diffraction limit. This determines the precision with which an object can be trapped.

To circumvent the limitations for trapping smaller objects with conventional optical tweezers, the use of nanotweezers based on plasmonics and other approaches, such as waveguides, ring resonators, and photonic crystal resonators, has recently attracted keen interest. Plasmon-based optical nanotweezers can provide nanoscale local field enhancement and strong optical forces, and plasmonic nanoapertures have been of particular interest. Kwak et al. demonstrated the trapping of fluorescent nanospheres (200 nm diameter) using a nanoaperture in a gold film. The trapping process was monitored by recording the transmission through the nanoaperture of the fluorescent emission from the nanosphere as a function of time. Juan et al. demonstrated the trapping of 50 nm polystyrene beads with a nanoaperture. The trapping process was monitored by recording the transmission of the infrared trapping laser through the nanoaperture as a function of time. Other notable nanoaperture works include reports of the trapping of beads with diameters of 12 nm, trapping using rectangular nanopore apertures, trapping using nanoapertures at the ends of optical fibers, the trapping of proteins and other biomolecules, and fundamental studies on the trapping process.
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however, this has not been demonstrated in previous reports of the nanoaperture trapping (e.g., refs 7, 10, and 14–18). Rather, the trapping process in these reports was monitored by measuring the optical transmission (of trapping laser or of fluorescence from the trapped object) through the nanoaperture as a function of time. Step-like increases in transmission were observed, with each step interpreted as being due to the trapping of an individual nanoparticle. However, the information on trapping dynamics that experimental data sets comprising transmission vs time can provide is limited compared to what can be obtained with direct imaging.

In this work, we employ fluorescence microscopy to track the position of a polystyrene nanosphere (20 nm diameter) trapped...
by a double nanohole (DNH) aperture in a gold (Au) film. This allows us to determine the spatial confinement of the trapped particle, that is, its position distribution, which was not possible with previous reports of nanoaperture trapping, in which transmission versus time was monitored.7,10,14−18 Our results show that the measured position distributions have elliptical shapes and that tighter spatial confinement occurs at the higher laser intensity. We present comprehensive three-dimensional finite-element method (FEM; COMSOL Multiphysics) simulations of the dynamics of the trapping process that combine optical modeling with Brownian motion, gravity, and fluid dynamics (Stokes drag). The simulations emphasize the important role of the morphology of the DNH structure in the trapping process. The simulations furthermore provide information inaccessible with our experiments, predicting nanoparticle trajectories in three dimensions and on subnanosecond time scales. Our simulations also indicate that the DNH yields enhanced optical forces and potential energy, but with only modest temperature increases from Joule heating due to the good thermal conductivity provided by the gold film.19,20,27 We anticipate that the combination of the direct experimental observation of the dynamics of trapped particles with comprehensive multiphysics simulations will be a powerful means for better understanding optical trapping with plasmonic and photonic nanostructures.

Figure 1a shows a scanning electron micrograph (SEM) top-view image of the DNH. The DNH is milled into a 100 nm thick Au film on a 1 mm thick glass substrate with a 5 nm titanium adhesion layer (EMF Corp., TA134) using a focused ion beam tool (FEI Helios Nanolab 600 Dual Beam FIB-SEM).
Each circular hole in the DNH has a diameter of ~100 nm. The circular holes are separated by ~140 nm (center-to-center). We refer to the pointed features of the narrowest constriction of the DNH as the “tips”. These are separated by ~30 nm. The simulated structure is chosen with the goal of matching the geometrical parameters measured from the SEM. The region of the gold film between the holes is open, and is defined by two arcs (also referred to as tips, as discussed above) whose closest separation is 30 nm. Further details on the simulations are provided in the Supporting Information. The glass substrate on which the gold film (containing the DNH) is formed is taken as having a refractive index of \( n_{\text{glass}} = 1.45 \). The superstrate is water (\( n_{\text{water}} = 1.33 \)). The complex-valued relative permittivity of the gold is taken as \( \varepsilon_r = -48.45 - (3.6) \), which is appropriate for the wavelength of the trapping laser. Plane wave illumination (\( \lambda = 1064 \text{ nm} \)) is incident from the water side, traveling in +z direction. This results in highly confined electric fields in the DNH through the excitation of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). Indeed, as shown in Figure 1b,e, for which no NPs are present, the electric field enhancement \((|E|/|E_0|)\) is as large as \( \sim 16.3 \times \), which is defined by comparing the electric field amplitude with \((|E|)\) and without \((|E_0|)\) the gold film (containing the DNH). The field enhancement is largest within the gap between the tips and around the bottom of the DNH (i.e., at the gap side) when the incident field is polarized across the gap (x-axis). In Figure 1d, we plot the power dissipation density \((Q_p)\) in a plane halfway through the DNH at the illumination intensity we use in experiments \((I_0 = 6.67 \text{ mW/µm}^2)\). Due to the large imaginary part of the relative permittivity of gold, most of the power dissipation is concentrated in the gold near the surface of the DNH, and is small elsewhere. The power dissipation density profile also strongly depends on the DNH geometry and is highly nonuniform. Figure 1e schematically illustrates our experimental setup, with further details provided in the Supporting Information. The sample is mounted upside-down and aligned using a piezoelectric stage with a subnanometer position resolution. The trapping is monitored by observing the NP fluorescence. An x-polarized laser beam (\( \lambda = 1064 \text{ nm} \)) is focused by an oil immersion objective (100×, NA = 1.3) into a ~20 \( \mu \text{m} \) thick perfusion chamber containing distilled water (UltraPure DNase/RNase-Free, polystyrene NPs (\( n_{\text{NIP}} = 1.6, \text{FluosphereS, 20 nm diameter, carbohydrate-modified, Nile Red, Life Technologies} \)) and a trace amount of surfactant (Tween 20, 0.05% v/v). The spot size is \( \sim 1.2 \mu \text{m} \). A loosely focused green laser beam (\( \lambda = 532 \text{ nm} \)) is projected along the same optical path to excite fluorescence, which is imaged onto a sensitive electron multiplying camera (EM-CCD, ProEM-HS: S12 × S12, Princeton Instruments) operated at a frame rate of 30 frames per second (fps). The input intensity of the green laser is significantly weaker than that of the trapping laser and is therefore expected to produce negligible optical forces. Each pixel on the EM-CCD sensor array is 16 µm × 16 µm, which translates to 160 nm × 160 nm in the sample plane with the 100× magnification objective.

Joule heating can have a substantial effect in plasmonic trapping, resulting in often undesired temperature increases of the plasmonic nanostructure, the trapped object (e.g., NP) and the water.\(^{31–33}\) The temperature rise can furthermore result in substantial thermophoresis and thermal-induced fluid convection.\(^{31–33}\) When a DNH is illuminated by a trapping laser, heat is generated in response to the absorbed power (Figure 1d) and released to the surroundings. Since thermal processes in metals are fast,\(^{33}\) a steady state is rapidly reached, producing a temperature gradient and buoyancy-driven natural convection in the chamber.\(^{30,27,33}\) We carry out numerical simulations of the temperature distribution and convection velocity field of the surrounding water for a DNH on glass substrate illuminated at a wavelength of 1064 nm. These simulations combine optics with thermodynamics and hydrodynamics,\(^{33}\) and further details are provided in the Supporting Information. Key results are provided as Figure 2. As shown in Figure 2a, a maximum temperature rise \((\Delta T)\) of ~6 K is predicted for illumination at the intensity used in experiments \((I_0 = 6.67 \text{ mW/µm}^2)\). The temperature distribution is very uniform around the DNH. Near the DNH, the strong heat source density leads to the temperature being high, while far from the DNH, the heat source is weaker, and the Au film is close to its initial temperature (i.e., without illumination, prescribed \( T_0 = 293.15 \text{ K} \)). Since gold has much higher thermal conductivity than glass and water (\( k_{\text{Au}} \sim 317 \text{ W K}^{-1} \text{ m}^{-1}, k_{\text{glass}} \sim 1 \text{ W K}^{-1} \text{ m}^{-1}, k_{\text{water}} \sim 0.58 \text{ W K}^{-1} \text{ m}^{-1})\), the heat generated by optical absorption near the DNH surface is readily conducted into the surrounding gold film, rather than into the water or the substrate. In other words, the gold film acts as a heat-sink,\(^{19,20}\) and helps reduce localized heating. This contrasts with isolated nanoantennas, for which strong illumination can result in reshaping and melting.\(^{19,27,29,33}\) In Figure 2b–d, the simulated thermal-induced convection flow distributions are plotted on various cross sections. Both magnitude (color map: nm/s) and direction (white arrows, magnitude proportionally scaled) are shown. It can be seen that the water circulates upward and outward in a radially symmetric pattern and the fluid velocity near DNH surface is zero (see top panels of Figure 2b,c). This buoyancy-driven natural convection pattern is known as Rayleigh-Benard-like fluid convection.\(^{2,33}\) The simulations predict a maximum velocity of ~7 nm/s in the 20 \( \mu \text{m} \) thick water-filled chamber, for illumination of the single DNH at an intensity of \( I_0 = 6.67 \text{ mW/µm}^2 \). This velocity is very small. We thus conclude that thermal-induced fluid convection is weak and has negligible contribution to the DNH trapping process in these experiments. At the start of a trapping experiment when the trapping laser is turned on, only NPs that are very close to the DNH can be trapped, due to the optical forces being short-range in nature. Before this, the motion of the NPs is mainly driven by stochastic Brownian diffusion. Our simulations predict that the fluid velocities resulting from heating due to optical power absorbed by the DNH structure will be very small. On the other hand, in some applications, high fluid velocities are desired and several recent works have demonstrated methods for increasing it substantially. Specifically, it was shown that by introducing an optically absorptive and thermally conductive indium–tin-oxide (ITO) substrate\(^{35}\) or a photothermal induced electrothermoplasmonic (ETP) flow,\(^{36,37}\) high fluid velocities of \( \sim \mu \text{m/s} \) can be achieved. In Figure 2e, the peak temperature increase and maximum convection velocity are plotted as a function of the trapping laser intensity.

If a NP moves close to an illuminated DNH, for example, by Brownian motion, it will experience optical forces and can be trapped. To gain insight into the three-dimensional distribution of these optical trapping produced by a DNH, we perform FEM simulations to find the fields and use the Maxwell stress tensor (MST) method to find the forces.\(^{38–40}\) We introduce a polystyrene NP (\( n_{\text{NP}} = 1.6 \)) at a certain point \((x, y, z)\), compute the electric and magnetic fields on its surface, and determine...
the three components \((x, y, \text{and } z)\) of the time-averaged force with the MST\(^4\) (see Supporting Information). This process is repeated over a grid of coordinates for the sphere center position to obtain the force field map. In Figure 3a, we plot vertical force \(F_z\) as a function of NP center position along the \(z\)-axis, for \((x_{\text{center}}, y_{\text{center}}) = (0, 0)\). It can be seen that the NP is pulled into the DNH (\(F_z > 0\)) except when very close to glass surface (\(F_z < 0\)) and that force increases with the NP diameter \(d\). Although the three-dimensional optical force field on the particle is not necessarily strictly conservative, by constraining the motion of the particle to one dimension, an effective trapping potential energy can be introduced.\(^{40,42}\) This quantity \(U_z\) is plotted as Figure 3b, and is found from Figure 3a by path integration along the \(z\)-axis, from outside of the hole (\(z_{\text{center}} = -192 \text{ nm}, U_z = 0\)) to inside of the hole (\(z_{\text{center}} = -12 \text{ nm}\)). While multiphysics simulations that combine optics with thermodynamics and hydrodynamics are needed for a detailed understanding of the trapping process (and are presented later), the effective trapping potential energy calculated in this way provides useful physics insight. Namely, it can be seen from Figure 3b that one should expect the force provided by the DNH trap should be sufficient to trap NPs against Brownian motion at the illumination intensity used (\(I_0 = 6.67 \text{ mW}/\mu\text{m}^2\)). This conclusion is reached by the observation that the calculated trapping potential energy near substrate surface (i.e., glass/water interface) is larger than thermal energy (\(1k_B T = 4.1 \times 10^{-21} \text{ J}, \text{where } k_B \text{ is Boltzmann constant and } T = 300 \text{ K is temperature}\)). In Figure 3c, we plot \(F_x\) and \(F_z\) as functions of NP position along the \(x\)-axis, with \(y_{\text{center}} = 0 \text{ nm}, \text{and } z_{\text{center}} = -50 \text{ or } -100 \text{ nm}\). The positive values of \(F_z\) confirm that the NP is pulled into the DNH. It can also be seen that \(F_x\) is positive (negative) when \(x_{\text{center}}\) is positive (negative). While \(F_x = 0\) at...
$x_{\text{center}} = 0$ and $z_{\text{center}} = -50$ or $-100$ nm, these positions do not allow stable trapping because displacement of the NP from $x_{\text{center}} = 0$ does not result in a restoring force to pull the NP back to $x_{\text{center}} = 0$. This indicates that NP is predominantly pulled to the sides of the DNH gap edge (30 nm wide), to the positions denoted by red dots in Figure 1a. In Figure 3d, we plot $F_x$ and $F_z$ as functions of NP position along the $y$-axis, with $x_{\text{center}} = 0$ nm and $z_{\text{center}} = -50$ or $-100$ nm. The positive values of $F_z$ again confirm that the NP is pulled into the DNH. It can also be seen that $F_x$ is positive (negative) when $y_{\text{center}}$ is negative (positive). This indicates that the NP experiences a restoring force for excursions in the $y$-direction from the DNH center ($y = 0$) and a stable equilibrium is produced at the center in the $y$-direction. In Figure 3e,f, we plot the transverse forces $F_x$ and $F_y$ as functions of NP center position along the $x$- and $y$-axes, respectively. The calculations are performed for various vertical cross sections that are away from the DNH surface (i.e., $z = -100$ nm plane). The $F_z$ pulling strength to the side walls (indicated in red dots in Figure 1a) diminishes with distance from DNH surface. This is especially evident from examination of the central part of Figure 3e. Again, the NP experiences a restoring force in the $y$-direction (Figure 3f) and is pulled into the DNH due to the positive values of $F_z$ (Figure 3e,f). We also note from Figure 3e that the NP experiences a restoring force in the $x$-direction when it is outside of the hole. More optical forces maps can be found in the Supporting Information.

To study the trapping process experimentally, we employ fluorescence microscopy to visualize optical trapping and track the position of a polystyrene nanosphere with a diameter of 20 nm trapped by a DNH. We add a trace amount of surfactant (Tween 20, 0.05% v/v) to the particle solution to limit adhesion to the surface and use a bath sonicator to further...
prevent aggregation. The particle solution contains the nanospheres at 0.02% solids. Before the experiments, distilled water with Tween 20 (0.05% v/v) is flowed through the channel to prevent nonspecific binding. After the experiment is initiated, we usually wait for about 10 to 20 min for a NP to be trapped. Three EM-CCD frames are shown as Figure 4a–c, showing a few steps in the NP trapping and release process (see also Supporting Information, Movie 1). At time \( t_0 \) the NP moves randomly and is \( \sim 2.8 \mu m \) from the DNH. From time \( t_0 \) the NP is stably trapped for \( \sim 34 \) s. At time \( t_2 \) it is no longer trapped. To illustrate and analyze the optical trapping process, we plot the fluorescence intensity integrated over a \( 30 \times 30 \) pixel cross section centered over the illuminated DNH as a function of time. As shown in Figure 4d, at \( t \sim 6 \) s, the NP enters the DNH vicinity and becomes trapped, resulting in an abrupt jump (step-like) in fluorescence. At \( t \sim 49 \) s, the trapping laser is turned off and the NP is released. Turning the laser on at \( t \sim 55 \) s results in the NP being trapped again. That the NP is trapped when the laser is on and released when it is off confirms the predominant role of optical forces in the trapping process and that the NP is not attached to the surface just by van der Waals force, etc. It can be seen from Figure 4d that blocking the laser (at \( t \sim 49 \) s) results in quick release of the NP from the trap. We also verify that the NP is less strongly trapped (larger positional fluctuations) when the laser power is reduced or the polarization is rotated. Note that the NP in Figure 4d is not the same NP as that in Figure 4a–c. To assess the trapping more quantitatively, we determine the trapped NP center positions from 1000 EM-CCD frames using a radial-symmetry-based particle localization algorithm over an interval of 33 s for two different illumination intensities (Figure 4e). In Figure 4f,g, we plot the measured NP center positions \((x_c, y_c)\) as histograms. The full-widths-at-half-maximum (fwhms) of fitted Gaussian distributions are 59 and 190 nm along the \( x \) - and \( y \)-directions when the illumination intensity is \( 6.6 \) mW/\( \mu m^2 \) (see Supporting Information, Movie 2). When the illumination intensity is \( 22 \) mW/\( \mu m^2 \), the fwhms are 31 and 115 nm along the \( x \)- and \( y \)-directions, respectively. It can be seen that there is suppression of Brownian motion at the higher laser intensity. Also, at both intensities, DNH results in the NPs being confined in an elliptical region, where the position histograms are narrower along the \( x \)-direction than the \( y \)-direction. This anisotropy can be ascribed to the near field being more strongly confined along the \( x \)-direction than the \( y \)-direction (see Figure 1c). In addition, the trapped NPs experience the steric hindrance from DNH edge in \( x \)-direction rather than in \( y \)-direction. To obtain experimental trapping stiffness for a rough estimate, we determine the “effective” trapping stiffness \((k_{\text{eff}} = k_B T / \text{var}(x), \text{var}(x) \) is the position variance) for the illumination intensity of \( 6.6 \) mW/\( \mu m^2 \). This is extracted from the measured variance of position (determined from fwhms in Figure 4f,g) and correction function using the method of ref 44 that accounts for video-image motion blur over a finite integration time. The successive grayscale images for tracking are recorded with an \( \sim 30 \) ms exposure time. This yields trapping stiffnesses in the \( x \) - and \( y \)-directions of \( k_x = 0.2625 \) IN/\( nm \) and \( k_y = 0.0801 \) IN/\( nm \), respectively, that is, \( k_x \) is about \( 3 \times \) larger than \( k_y \).

We next investigate the trapping process further by performing Langevin equation simulations to predict the motion of a NP in the vicinity of a DNH under the influence of Brownian fluctuation (stochastic) and DNH generated optical forces (deterministic). These simulations combine optical forces with Brownian motion, gravity and fluid dynamics (Stokes drag). While even the early works on plasmonic trapping identified the possible role of heating (as well as other nonoptical forces) on the trapping process,41,46 the simulations of Figure 2 predict that the peak value of the fluid velocity is only \( \sim 7 \) nm/s. We thus do not include heating-driven convection velocity fields in these simulations. Volpe and Volpe previously simulated the motion of a particle in an optical trap,47 but this approach would be unsuitable for our DNH, as a constant stiffness value was assumed whereas the DNH provides highly confined field distribution (see Figure 1b,c). Furthermore, steric hindrance (i.e., DNH gap and edge) plays an important role in the trapping.14 We thus write the Langevin equation as given by eq 1 below (see also Figure 1e and Supporting Information), where \( m_p \) is the mass of the NP. The drag force \((\vec{F}_D, \text{see, e.g., refs 48 and 49})\), gravity force with buoyancy \((\vec{F}_B)\), Brownian force \((\vec{F}_B)\), and optical gradient force\(^{30} (\vec{F}_{\text{opt}})\) are as given in eqs 2–5. We assume no other forces are included here, such as the thermophoretic force.50 Equations 2–5 are described further below.

\[
\frac{m_p}{d} \frac{d\vec{r}}{dt} = \vec{F}_D + \vec{F}_g + \vec{F}_b + \vec{F}_{\text{opt}}
\]

\[
\vec{F}_D = \frac{m_p}{\tau_p} (\vec{u} - \vec{v}) \quad \tau_p = \frac{\rho_p d_p^2}{18 \mu}
\]

\[
\vec{F}_g = m_p g (\rho_p - \rho) / \rho_p
\]

\[
\vec{F}_b = \zeta \frac{12 \pi \kappa_p \mu T \rho_p}{\Delta t}
\]

\[
\vec{F}_{\text{opt}} = \pi n_p^3 \rho_p n_f^2 \vec{r}^2 - n_f^2 \vec{n} \nabla |\vec{E}(\vec{r})|^2
\]

The force \( \vec{F}_D \) is known as Stokes drag, \( \tau_p \) is the particle velocity response time, \( \vec{v} \) is the particle velocity, \( \vec{u} \) is the fluid velocity, \( \mu \) is the fluid viscosity, \( \rho_p \) is the material density of the NP, and \( d_p \) is the particle diameter. We take the fluid velocity \( \vec{u} \) to be zero, as it is predicted by the simulations of Figure 2 to have a very small value near DNH surface. The additional computational expense of including it in this simulation is therefore unjustified. We employ Stokes’ drag in its basic form (eq 2) and do not modify it via Faxén’s law,48,49 (see Supporting Information). The force \( \vec{F}_g \) is gravity force with buoyancy, with \( \rho \) being the water density and \( g \) being the acceleration due to gravity. The force \( \vec{F}_b \) is a stochastic Brownian force modeled as a Gaussian white noise process.51,52 In this equation, \( \Delta t \) is the time step taken by the solver, \( r \) is the particle radius, \( T \) is the fluid temperature, \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant, and \( \zeta \) is a normally distributed random number with a mean of zero and unit variance. Equation 5 provides the expression for the optical trapping force \( \vec{F}_{\text{opt}} \). It can be seen that we employ the optical gradient force, with the NP approximated as an electric point dipole. This provides a considerable reduction in computational expense, in comparison to calculating the optical force rigorously using the Maxwell stress tensor (MST). One might expect the gradient force to be a reasonable approximation, given that the NP is small (20 nm diameter) and its refractive index is close to water (\( \Delta n = 0.27 \)) in comparison to what.
would occur for a metal (e.g., Au) or high index dielectric (e.g., Si) nanoparticle. We furthermore provide a comparison between the gradient force calculated in this way (dipole approximation) with that calculated rigorously by the MST in the Supporting Information. It can be seen that they are in reasonable agreement. The fact that they are in agreement also suggests that in our configuration, the perturbation to the DNH field distribution by the presence of the NP is not important for the trapping process. In other words, this effect (sometimes termed SIBA) is not important in the trapping process in this tested geometry.

By solving eq 1 to eq 5 numerically with a given initial velocity ($\vec{v}_0 = 0$ at $t = 0$) and a given initial position ($x_{0i}, y_{0i}, z_{0i}$), particle trajectories can be modeled. We begin, however, by performing modeling that includes only the optical forces. In other words, only $F_{opt}$ is nonzero in eq 1. We assume that when the NP encounters the wall (gold or glass surface) it is reflected such that the particle momentum is conserved. In Figure 5a, we show the trajectories that result when the NP is released at $(x_0, y_0, z_0) = (5 \text{ nm}, 5 \text{ nm}, -50 \text{ nm})$. Figure 5b shows the trajectories as a function of time for the two different release positions, from data of (a) and (b) for $I_0 = 6.67 \text{ mW/\mu m}^2$. Figure 5c shows the trajectories (each 100 ns duration) in the $xy$-plane for the illumination intensity of $I_0 = 6.67 \text{ mW/\mu m}^2$. Figure 5d shows the trajectories in the $xy$-plane for the two different release positions, from data of (a) and (b) for $I_0 = 6.67 \text{ mW/\mu m}^2$. Figure 5e shows the trajectories in the $xy$-plane for the two different release positions, from data of (a) and (b) for $I_0 = 6.67 \text{ mW/\mu m}^2$. Figure 5f shows the trajectories in the $xy$-plane for the two different release positions, from data of (a) and (b) for $I_0 = 6.67 \text{ mW/\mu m}^2$. Each trajectory has a duration of 100 $\mu$s and time step 0.5 ns ($2 \times 10^5$ time steps).

In eq 5, $\varepsilon_0$ is the vacuum permittivity, $n_f$ is the refractive index of water, and $n_p$ is the refractive index of particle.

Figure 5. (a–c) Simulation of NP trajectories (20 nm diameter), with only optical force modeled. DNH is illuminated by $x$-polarized plane wave at a wavelength of 1064 nm. (a, b) Particle trajectories as a function of time. Initial release position (a) $(x_0, y_0, z_0) = (5 \text{ nm}, 5 \text{ nm}, -50 \text{ nm})$; (b) $(x_0, y_0, z_0) = (5 \text{ nm}, 5 \text{ nm}, -110 \text{ nm})$. (c) Plot of trajectories (each 100 ns duration) in $xy$-plane for the two different release positions, from data of (a) and (b) for $I_0 = 6.67 \text{ mW/\mu m}^2$. Blue square indicates initial position and pink cross indicates DNH center. (d–f) Simulation of NP trajectories (20 nm diameter) influenced by all forces, for $I_0 = 6.67 \text{ mW/\mu m}^2$. (d) Position (in $xy$-plane) vs time tracking of three NPs (20 nm diameter). (e) Vertical positions vs time for same trajectories as (d). DNH edge (gold film surface) is denoted by orange dashed-dotted line. (f) Histogram of vertical positions of trajectories of 10 NPs, for bin width of 5 nm. Each trajectory has a duration of 100 $\mu$s and time step 0.5 ns ($2 \times 10^5$ time steps).
0.1 ns. It can be seen from Figure 5c, that, after release, for both cases of starting position, the NP initially moves toward the right hotspot, reaching it at 20 or 40 ns. The NP is then reflected from the wall. Throughout the duration of the plotted trajectories (100 ns), the z-component of the optical force \( F_z \) remains positive, so the NP is continually pulled toward the bottom of the DNH, bouncing off the walls as it encounters them. We next perform modeling including all forces in eqs 1–5. As noted by Bui et al, the accurate simulation of optical and Brownian forces requires the time step \( \Delta t \) to be chosen carefully.\(^4\) We set the solver time step to be \( \Delta t = 0.5 \) ns, which is small enough to ensure that over the distance the NP moves over one time step, the optical (and other) forces do not vary much. We simulate particle trajectories over durations of 100 \( \mu \)s, that is, \( 2 \times 10^5 \) time steps. We show three trajectories in Figure 5d,e for all of which the initial release position is \((x_0, y_0, z_0) = (0, 0, -110 \text{ nm})\). We plot the trajectories in the xy-plane in Figure 5d and the corresponding vertical \( (z) \) positions as a function of time in Figure 5e. It can be seen that the NP moves around DNH, strongly influenced by the Brownian force. We attribute the asymmetrical confinements in x- and y-axes that we observe experimentally to arise from both the optical forces and the morphology of the DNH. By the latter, we refer to the fact that the DNH morphology represents a constriction that limits particle movement along the x-axis, while it is far less constrained along the y-axis. From Figure 5e, it can be seen that the Brownian forces acting on the NP result in it jittering in and out of the DNH. In Figure 5f, the results of ten simulated NP trajectories (each with duration 100 \( \mu \)s) are shown as a histogram of vertical \( (z) \) positions as a function of time. It can be seen that the NP largely remains within the region of high intensity, that is, within the DNH aperture or a small distance \( (\sim 50 \text{ nm}) \) from it. In our experiments, our camera (EM-CCD) is operated at 30 frames per second, that is, 33 ms between frames, over tens of seconds. Furthermore, our imaging method is inherently two-dimensional, that is, we track particle positions in x- and y-, but not along the z-axis. Our theoretical modeling on the other hand, allows us to predict nanoparticle trajectories in three dimensions and with temporal resolution that is in principle arbitrarily high. Due to practical considerations, the duration of the modeled trajectory is limited, in our case, to 100 \( \mu \)s. This simulation takes 3 days to perform on a standard desktop computer at the time of writing. Nonetheless, the combination of theoretical modeling and particle tracking experiments elucidate the dynamics of nanoparticles trapped by the DNH nanoaperture on time scales ranging from nanoseconds to tens of seconds. In these simulations, we do not include forces such as adhesion and so on. Such forces can be challenging to accurately model.\(^4\) Finally, we note that we do not rule out the possibility that other forces may contribute to the observed localization. These may be the topic of future investigations.

In conclusion, we employ fluorescence microscopy to directly observe the dynamics of a single nanoparticle with a diameter of 20 nm optically trapped by a double nanohole in a gold film. We track its position and fluorescent emission as a function of time, demonstrating that the region visited by the trapped nanoparticle has an elliptical shape and that tighter spatial confinement occurs at the higher laser intensity. We perform numerical simulations to further elucidate the DNH trapping process, including predicting trajectories over time intervals too short for the experiments. Our simulations include electric field distribution, heat generation, fluid velocity, optical forces, potential energy, and the dynamics of the trapping process, that is, nanoparticle trajectories. The theoretical prediction and experimental demonstration in this work will be useful for the better understanding of the fundamental physics of light–nanostructure interactions and could open new avenues for the future optical trapping devices on the nanoscale.
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**S1 Experimental setup**

The experimental set-up is schematically illustrated as Fig. S1a. Trapping is monitored by observing the nanoparticle (NP) fluorescence using an electron multiplying camera (EM-CCD). An optical beam shutter is used to switch on and off the trapping laser. A 1064 nm half-wave plate is used to rotate the polarization of the laser beam (x-polarized). The polystyrene nanoparticles (FluoSpheres, 20 nm diameter, carboxylate-modified, Nile Red, Life Technologies) are suspended in Ultra-Pure distilled water with a trace amount of Tween 20 surfactant (0.05% v/v) and the solution is passed through a filter to remove aggregates, etc. The nanoparticles have a coefficient of variation of about 20%, according to the manufacturer (Life Technologies). The transmission of oil objective to the focal plane at 1064 nm is ~50%. Fig. S1b details the cross section of closed perfusion chamber, sealed with UV-cured optical adhesives. The chamber is fabricated on a glass slide using standard photolithography methods. The photoresist (AZ9260) thickness is determined by the rotation speed of spin-coater and measured with an optical profilometer. A thickness of ~20 μm is chosen in order to make the chamber relatively shallow, which facilitates observation of the trapping process. The sample package is mounted upside-down. Polyethylene tubing is used to deliver fluid into the channel. Prior to chamber fabrication, the glass coverslip is sonicated in water and cleaned with a plasma cleaner to remove particles etc. from the surface. The gold film (containing the DNH) is washed with acetone and rinsed with isopropanol and distilled water. Fig. S1c shows the SEM (left) and microscope (right) images of double nanohole (DNH) aperture fabricated in the gold film.
Figure S1. (a) Schematic diagram of experimental set-up. Trapping laser: Laser Quantum Ventus 1064; Oil immersion objective: Nikon Plan Fluorite Oil Immersion Objective, 100×, NA=1.3; Electron multiplying camera: EM-CCD, ProEM-HS: 512×512. (b) Cross section of closed perfusion chamber, sealed with UV-cured optical adhesives. (c) SEM (left) and optical microscope (right) images of DNH fabricated in the gold film.
S2 Optical forces in confined fields

Forces in the dipole approximation: Conventional optical tweezers can be well described by the dipole approximation\(^1\)-\(^5\), where the particle dimension is much smaller than the illumination wavelength (\(r_p << \lambda\)). In this case, the particle is approximated by an electric dipole and two types of time-averaged optical forces can be considered\(^2\)-\(^4\).

The first type of force, the gradient force due to dielectrophoresis, is proportional to the gradient of the square of the electric field, which pulls the particle towards the region of maximum light intensity. This term is called the optical trapping force and is a conservative force.

\[
\langle \mathbf{F}_{\text{grad}} \rangle = \pi r_p^3 \varepsilon_0 n_f^2 \left( \frac{n_p^2 - n_f^2}{n_p^2 + 2n_f^2} \right) \nabla \left| \mathbf{E} \right|^2
\]

where \(r_p\) is the particle radius, \(\varepsilon_0\) is the vacuum permittivity, \(n_f\) is the refractive index of the surrounding medium and \(n_p\) is the refractive index of the particle.

The second type of force, the non-conservative scattering force, proportional to the total cross-section of the particle, can be written as the sum of two contributions: a radiation pressure force that acts to push the particle in the direction of the Poynting vector, and a spin curl force associated with a non-uniform distribution of the spin density of the light field.

\[
\langle \mathbf{F}_{\text{scat}} \rangle = \frac{\sigma}{2c} \text{Re}(\mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{H}^*) + \sigma c \mathbf{\nabla} \times \left( \frac{\varepsilon_0 - \epsilon}{4\varepsilon_0 i} \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{E}^* \right)
\]

For a plane wave of intensity \(I_0\) propagating in direction of \(\mathbf{s}\), the spin curl force is zero and the scattering force on a dielectric particle is:

\[
\langle \mathbf{F}_{\text{scat}} \rangle = \frac{128 \pi^5 r_p^6}{3 \lambda^4 c} (\frac{n_p^2 - n_f^2}{n_p^2 + 2n_f^2})^2 I_0 \mathbf{s}
\]

where \(\sigma\) is the total cross-section of the particle, \(c\) is the light speed in vacuum, \(\lambda\) is the trapping laser wavelength and \(\mathbf{s}\) is the unit propagation vector.

Forces beyond the dipole approximation: When a particle cannot be approximated as a dipole, the net force exerted on it can be determined by the Maxwell’s stress tensor (MST).\(^3\),\(^6\),\(^7\) MST analysis is a rigorous way of computing the optical force acting on an object. The total time-averaged electromagnetic force exerted on a particle interacting with an optical field is given by:
\[
\left\langle \vec{F} \right\rangle = \int_{\partial V} \left( \vec{T}(\vec{r},t) \right) \bullet \vec{n}(\vec{r}) da
\]  

(4)

where \( \vec{T}(\vec{r},t) \) is called Maxwell’s stress tensor (MST), \( \vec{n}(\vec{r}) \) is the unit vector perpendicular to the object surface \( \partial V \), and \( da \) is an infinitesimal surface element. In Cartesian components, the MST reads as:

\[
\vec{T} = \left[ \varepsilon \varepsilon_0 \vec{E}\vec{E} + \mu \mu_0 \vec{H}\vec{H} - \frac{1}{2}(\varepsilon \varepsilon_0 \vec{E}^2 + \mu \mu_0 \vec{H}^2)I \right]
\]  

(5)

where \( \varepsilon \varepsilon_0, \mu \mu_0 \) are the permittivity and permeability of the surrounding medium respectively, \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the vacuum permittivity, \( \mu_0 \) is the vacuum permeability, \( \varepsilon_r \) is the relative permittivity and \( \mu_r \) is the relative permeability. The fields used to calculate the force are the self-consistent fields, which means that they are a superposition of the incident and the scattered fields. The trapping potential energy of the particle in the force fields can be directly defined as:

\[
U_r(\vec{r}_0) = -\int_{\infty}^{\vec{r}_0} \left\langle \vec{F}(\vec{r}) \right\rangle \bullet d\vec{r}
\]  

(6)

For comparison, we calculate the force on a NP (20 nm diameter) in the vicinity of the DNH structure using both the gradient force (dipole approximation) and the MST method (i.e. the rigorous approach). The configuration is schematically illustrated as Fig. S2a. The results are shown as Fig. S2b. It can be seen that the methods yield results that are in general agreement. This is reasonable because the NP is small (20 nm diameter) and has a refractive index that is close to that of the water. Accordingly, we employ the optical gradient force in the Langevin equation for the trajectory simulations.
Figure S2. (a) Schematic diagram for MST force calculation. (b) Comparison of vertical force $F_z$ along $z$ direction exerted on a 20 nm polystyrene NP trapped by a DNH, calculated by the dipole approximation (Eq. 1) and the MST (Eq. 4) for $I_0=6.67 \text{ mW/µm}^2$. ($x_{center}=y_{center}=0$)

S3 COMSOL simulation method

We use COMSOL Multiphysics to simulate our DNH with three-dimensional geometry.

S3.1 Numerical simulation of electromagnetic scattering, force and potential;

We use the “Wave Optics Module” of COMSOL Multiphysics. The DNH is formed in a 100 nm thick gold film on a glass substrate. The simulations are performed as follows. We begin by finding the background field ($|E_0|$) via a full-field simulation in which light is incident on the glass substrate from the water, i.e. the gold film and DNH are not included. We then perform a scattered-field simulation that includes the gold film and DNH. The first simulation is set up with two port conditions. One defines the incident plane wave and allows for reflection, while the other absorbs the transmitted plane wave. The side boundaries have Floquet periodicity conditions. The second simulation introduces DNH as the scatterer and surrounds the geometry with PMLs (perfectly matched layers).

To calculate the optical forces with the MST, as explained in Ref [8], the problem reduces to solving the electromagnetic scattering problem. In the scattered-field simulation, the DNH and a single NP are introduced as two scatterers. The results are shown as Fig. S3. Once the fields are found, the force acting on the NP surface is determined by the MST. To find the force maps, this process is repeated for different choices of the NP position ($x$, $y$, $z$). The trapping potential is
found from the force map using the COMSOL “PDE Module” (partial differential equations). The refractive indices of water, glass and polystyrene are taken as 1.33, 1.45 and 1.6 respectively. The optical constant of gold is taken from the data of Johnson and Christy [9] (i.e. relative permittivity at 1064 nm is $\varepsilon_r=-48.45-i3.6$).

Figure S3. Electric field enhancement ($|E|/|E_0|$) distribution ($x=0$ cross section) in DNH, with a single NP (20 nm diameter) included in simulation. Plane wave illumination from water side is employed ($x$-polarized, $\lambda=1064$ nm). Black dot indicates coordinate system origin. Center $z$-coordinates of NP are as follows (with $(x_{\text{center}}, y_{\text{center}})=(0 \text{ nm}, 0 \text{ nm})$). (a) $z_{\text{center}}=-52$ nm; (b) $z_{\text{center}}=-102$ nm; (c) $z_{\text{center}}=-152$ nm.

S3.2 Numerical simulation of thermal effects;

We use the heat transfer module (“Conjugate Heat Transfer-Laminar Flow”) to solve the heat transfer and Navier-Stokes equations (here for steady state). The geometric configuration is shown in Fig. S4 (plot in $y=0$ and $z=-50$ nm cross section). The equations used in the modeling are as detailed in Ref [10-12], and include determination of the heat source, heat transfer in the solid and fluid regions, and non-isothermal flow in the water with volume force due to buoyancy.

From the scattering simulation (Section S3.1), we can determine the absorbed total power from volume integration of power dissipation density. The spot size of the laser that is used in the experiments to illuminate the DNH is ~ µm-scale. We thus assume that the only source of heat in the system is the gold region with extent 1 µm×1 µm×100 nm that is centered over the DNH. We furthermore assume that the heating power is uniformly distributed throughout this region, which is reasonable because of the high thermal conductivity of gold. In the simulation, the outer glass boundaries are set to be 293.15 K. The initial temperature is also set to be 293.15 K. No-slip boundary conditions are employed at the boundaries between water and gold/glass. The
temperature-dependent thermal parameters of gold, glass and water are taken from COMSOL material library. The chamber height is taken to be 20 µm. As noted previously\textsuperscript{10}, the chamber height has an important influence on the magnitude of the water convection.

\textbf{Figure S4.} Geometric configuration used for the heating calculation. Sketch is not to scale. (a) \(y=0\) cross section. Black line indicates chamber glass boundaries at which \(T_0=293.15\) K. (b) \(z=-50\) nm cross section. Purple dashed line indicates region that is assumed to act as the heat source.

The results of our heating calculations are shown as Fig. S5. These show the heat source power as a function of illumination intensity (Fig. S5a), the steady state temperature rise distribution (Fig. S5b) and the water convection velocity distribution in close proximity (200 nm, Fig. S5c) and further away (10 µm, Fig. S5d) from the gold film.
Figure S5. (a) Heat source power as a function of trapping laser intensity. (b) Steady-state temperature increase ($\Delta T$: K) profile around DNH ($x=0$ cross section). (c)(d) FEM simulations of water convection velocity plotted in both magnitude (color map: nm/s) and direction (white arrows, magnitude proportionally-scaled). Scale bar: 10 µm. (c) $z=-200$ nm cross section; (d) $z=-10$ µm cross section. For panels b-d, $I_0=6.67$ mW/µm$^2$.

S3.3 Numerical simulation of particle trajectories;

We use the “Particle Tracing” option of the “Fluid Flow Module” of COMSOL Multiphysics to simulate particle trajectories. Initially (i.e. $t=0$), polystyrene nanospheres (20 nm diameter, $n_{NP}=1.6$) are released at different positions. For all of these, the initial velocities are zero. Forces on the particle include Stokes drag, gravity with buoyancy, Brownian and dielectrophoretic (i.e. optical gradient force) forces. We use the “Bounce” option of the module to model the interaction of the particle with the wall, i.e. the particles are taken as bouncing off the walls in a way that conserves particle momentum. This simplifying approach is often used when tracking particles in a fluid, but it may be interesting in the future to develop a more complex approach.
Stokes drag is used, with the background fluid velocity set to be zero. We make this assumption due to the fact that the modeling (e.g. Fig. S5c and d) reveals that it is very small. The basic form of Stokes drag (Eq. 2 of main text) is for the case of a sphere with a very small Reynolds number in an unbounded viscous fluid. If rather than being in an unbounded fluid, the sphere is close to a wall, then the Stokes drag is modified, as given by Faxén’s law. We note however that the basic form of Faxén’s law is only rigorously applicable to a much simpler geometry (sphere near flat wall) than our case (sphere inside or near DNH). We therefore employ Stokes drag in its basic form, and do not modify it via Faxén’s law. For the dielectrophoretic force (optical gradient force) we use the electric field distribution found using the “Wave Optics Module”, using piecewise polynomial recovery smoothing it to make results more accurate. The particle and water densities are 1.04 g/cm³ and 1 g/cm³ respectively. The temperature is set to be 300 K, which is roughly the sum of initial value 293.15 K and temperature increase ΔT at I₀=6.67 mW/µm². The water viscosity is 0.859 mPa·s. The time stepping method is the generalized-alpha method. The steps taken by solver are manually set to be 0.1 ns (optical gradient force only) and 0.5 ns (all forces). Data is extracted from the solver every 1 ns. In the simulation, a forward Euler step is used to compute the motion both before and after the wall collision when a particle-wall interaction happens.

S4 Optical force calculation using Maxwell stress tensor method

Calculations made using the Maxwell’s stress tensor (MST) method of the force \( F_z \), i.e. vertical component) on the nanoparticle (NP) and the trapping potential energy \( U_z \) are shown as Fig. S6. It can be seen from Fig. S6a that \( F_z \) increases with the NP diameter, which is also expected from the dipole approximation. From Fig. S6b and c, it can be seen that \( F_z \) decreases with distance from the gold film surface and DNH, which is to be expected due to the evanescent nature of the fields. It can be seen from Fig. S6d that \( F_z \) is largest when the NP is close to the entry to the DNH. Calculations of trapping potential energy \( U_z \) and \( F_z \) are presented as Fig. S6e and f.
Figure S6. Optical forces of DNH exerted on a polystyrene nanoparticle ($n_{NP}=1.6$). (a) Peak $F_z$ vs NP diameter $d$ (extracted from data of Figure 3a). (b)(c) Vertical force $F_z$ exerted on $d=20$ nm NP vs position. (b) $y_{center}=0$; (c) $x_{center}=0$. For panels a-c, $I_0=6.67$ mW/µm$^2$. (d) Vertical force $F_z$ and (e) trapping potential energy $U_z$ along $z$ direction exerted on a 20 nm NP, as functions of
trapping laser intensity and position. \((x_{center}=y_{center}=0)\) (f) Peak \(F_z\) vs trapping laser intensity (extracted from data of Figure S6d).

**S5 EM-CCD fluorescence image of nanoparticles**

As an additional check of the imaging capabilities of our system, we place a drop containing NPs at high concentration between two glass coverslips. This is then mounted in our optical microscope, and illuminated by our green laser. The image obtained with the EM-CCD camera is shown as Fig. S7a, with a red circle indicating an example of a single NP. We also use the system to obtain the fluorescence spectrum (Fig. S7b).

![Figure S7](image_url)

**Figure S7.** (a) EM-CCD image and (b) spectrum of high concentration NP solution drops between two coverslips, illuminated by a green laser. A single NP is indicated by a red circle. Scale bar: 8 µm.

**S6 Results of numerical simulations of particle trajectories in DNH trapping**

Selected results of the numerical simulations of the NP trajectory carried out using the method described in Section S3.3 are shown as Fig. S8. In Fig. S8a, simulated trajectories are presented in which the forces acting on the NP are due to the optical gradient force, gravity with buoyancy and Stokes drag (i.e. no Brownian force). In Fig. S8b, three particle trajectories are calculated with all forces in the \(xz\)-plane. In Fig. S8c and d, the results of ten simulated NPs trajectories (each with duration 100 µs) with all forces are shown as histograms in \(x\)- and \(y\)-axes. For panels a-d, \(I_0=6.67\) mW/\(\mu\)m\(^2\). In Fig. S8e, particle trajectories are plotted with all forces in the \(xy\)-plane. In Fig. S8f, a histogram of vertical NP positions with all forces is presented. For panels e and f, \(I_0=20\) mW/\(\mu\)m\(^2\).
Figure S8. (a) Simulation of NP (20 nm diameter) trajectories influenced by drag force, gravity with buoyancy and optical force. \((x_0,y_0,z_0)=\langle 5\text{ nm},5\text{ nm},-110\text{ nm} \rangle\). Trapping laser intensity \(I_0=6.67\text{ mW/µm}^2\). Time step: 0.1 ns. (b)-(f) Simulation of particle trajectories (20 nm diameter) over 100 µs influenced by all forces. \((x_0,y_0,z_0)=\langle 0\text{,}0\text{,}-110\text{ nm} \rangle\). Time step: 0.5 ns. (b) Position tracking in \(xz\)-plane for three NPs (same color particles as Figure 5d&e). Histograms of (c) \(x\)-
positions and (d) $y$-positions of ten NPs trajectories, for bin width of 5 nm (same ten NPs as Figure 5f). (e) Position tracking in $xy$-plane for two NPs. (f) Histogram of vertical positions of trajectories of seven modeled particles during 100 µs, for bin width of 5 nm. For panels b-d, $I_0=6.67$ mW/µm². For panels e&f, $I_0=20$ mW/µm².

**Captions for Supporting Movies**

Supporting Movie 1. DNH trapping and release of a single 20 nm polystyrene nanosphere. The movie is recorded at 30 fps. Trapping laser power $P=38$ mW (before objective) (i.e. $I_0=16$ mW/µm²).

Supporting Movie 2. Optical tracking of a 20 nm nanoparticle trapped by a DNH. The movie is recorded at 30 fps. Trapping laser power $P=15$ mW (before objective) (i.e. $I_0=6.6$ mW/µm²).
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ABSTRACT: The ability to optically trap nanoscale particles in a reliable and noninvasive manner is emerging as an important capability for nanoscience. Different techniques have been introduced, including plasmonic nanostructures. Nano-optical tweezers based on plasmonics face the problem of Joule heating, however, due to high losses in metals. Here we experimentally demonstrate the optical trapping and transport of nanoparticles using a nonplasmonic approach, namely, a silicon nanoantenna. We trap polystyrene nanoparticles with diameters of 20 and 100 nm and use fluorescence microscopy to track their positions as a function of time. We show that multiple nanoparticles can be trapped simultaneously with a single nanoantenna. We show that the infrared trapping laser beam also produces fluorescent emission from trapped nanoparticles via two-photon excitation. We present simulations of the nanoantenna that predict enhanced optical trapping without deleterious thermal heating effects.
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Conventional optical tweezers provide an effective technique for the trapping of micrometer-sized particles1−5 for various applications in nanoscience, utilizing optical forces exerted by focused laser beams. They face challenges, however, for the trapping of nanoparticles because the optical gradient force scales with the particle volume.4 Furthermore, lenses obey the diffraction limit, and the focused laser spot sizes are thus approximately half the wavelength. This puts an upper limit to the maximum optical gradient force that can be applied to a nanoparticle of a given size, shape, and refractive index, for a given laser power. An additional consequence of the diffraction limit of conventional optical tweezers is that a trapped nanoparticle is localized to a region that is far larger (typically hundreds of nanometers for visible or infrared light) than the particle itself (nanoscale). To address these challenges, near-field optical trapping approaches using plasmonics6−14 and other methods15−17 have been investigated. Using plasmonic nanostructures, optical field distributions can be achieved with deep subwavelength confinement and with field enhancement, leading to optical forces that are sufficient for the stable trapping of nanoparticles at relatively low optical powers. The trapping of various materials has been demonstrated with plasmonic nano-tweezers, including polystyrene and silica beads,9 gold nanoparticles,7 proteins,12 quantum dots,13 and magnetic nanoparticles.14 Plasmonic nanotweezers, however, exhibit Joule heating due to the strong absorption losses that occur in metals at optical frequencies.18 This generally decreases trapping stability because it can lead to thermophoresis and convection, and even to boiling of the water (where the trapping is performed) and to specimen damage at high intensities.11,19,20 Several works have sought to mitigate this issue. In ref 11, for example, Wang et al. demonstrated that heating can be reduced about 100-fold via integrating a high thermal conductivity heat sink structure with the plasmonic nanoantenna. In nanoaperture trapping,21 the metallic film itself serves as a heat sink, thereby decreasing localized heating. While these approaches address this issue, temperature increases nonetheless occur. This motivates the development of a nonplasmonic approach to optical nanotweezers and is the subject of this study.

The need to decrease local heating has been emphasized for a lot of practical applications of nanostructures (and not only for nanotweezers), prompting recent theoretical and experimental investigations concerning all-dielectric nanoantennas.22−25 These are made of low-loss high refractive index dielectrics, for example, silicon and germanium.26 We note that we here refer to silicon and germanium nanoantennas as “dielectric nanoantennas” (rather than “semiconductor nanoantennas”) to be consistent with the literature. Two of the key advantages they have over plasmonic nanoantennas are as...
follows. First, due to the low absorption losses, heat generation by the nanoantenna is low, and the temperature increases that occur can be much smaller than what would occur for a comparable plasmonic nanoantenna. The latter is particularly true if the dielectric nanoantenna is incorporated into a design that makes use of the high thermal conductivity of materials such as silicon to provide a heat sink functionality. Second, all-dielectric nanoantennas feature both strong electric and magnetic resonant modes (“hotspots”). For example, Bakker et al. showed that for an isolated silicon nanodimer (i.e., a pair of nanoparticles separated by a small gap), the hotspot in the gap can have either an electric or a magnetic character, depending on the polarization of the incident light. Several works have recently employed these favorable attributes of dielectric nanoantennas for different applications. Silicon dimer antennas on glass substrates were employed to enhance fluorescence and Raman scattering from layers of molecules formed on them. It has been furthermore demonstrated that silicon dimer nanoantennas enhance the fluorescence from single molecules.

In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate the optical trapping of 20 and 100 nm (in diameter) polystyrene nanospheres (NSs) in water with a novel all-dielectric (silicon, Si) nanoantenna. This comprises a pair of identical Si cylinders separated by a 50 nm gap, an outer Si ring, and an underlying Si substrate (Figure 1a). Using fluorescence microscopy, we directly observe the optical trapping process and track the position and fluorescent emission of the trapped NS as a function of time. We perform simulations of the near-field distribution, optical force, potential energy, temperature rise, and fluid velocity. Our device provides significant benefits compared to previous plasmonic nano-optical tweezers, which are made of metals. First, at the trapping wavelength used here (λ = 1064 nm), Si has a relative permittivity whose real part is much larger than its imaginary part, significantly diminishing heating. Second, Si has a high thermal conductivity, so any generated heating is readily dissipated into the entire Si substrate, rather than into the surrounding environment. Furthermore, we report that the trapped nanospheres can be transported with respect to an array of Si nanoantennas. That is, by moving the Si chip with software control, the nanospheres can access different nanoantennas across the array. We observe the simultaneous trapping and transport of multiple NSs by a single nanoantenna. We also demonstrate that fluorescence from the trapped NSs can be excited in a one-photon process with light from a green laser (532 nm), but also in a two-photon process with light from the trapping laser (1064 nm). To the best of our knowledge, our results represent the first experimental realization of optical nanotweezers based on all-dielectric nanoantennas.

Figure 1a displays a scanning electron micrograph (SEM) top-view image of one of our fabricated all-silicon nanoantennas. Each nanoantenna is composed of two identical Si cylinders separated by a 50 nm gap. The cylinders have 200 nm diameters and 200 nm heights. They are surrounded with a Si outer ring and are situated on a Si wafer. The ring has outer and inner radii of 725 and 525 nm, respectively, and a height of 200 nm. The Si nanoantennas are fabricated by electron beam lithography (EBL) and reactive ion etching on a Si wafer (see Supporting Information). We next provide some comments on the design. Cylinders with equal diameters and heights have similar optical properties to those of spheres and are readily fabricated. The outer ring in our design increases the near-field enhancement and thus the optical force. We situate the nanoantenna on a Si substrate, rather than for example glass, to achieve an all-Si device. The Si substrate acts as a good heat sink to minimize thermal effects due to its high thermal conductivity (κ_{Si} ≈ 148 W K^{-1} m^{-1}, κ_{glass} ≈ 1 W K^{-1} m^{-1}, κ_{water} ≈ 0.58 W K^{-1} m^{-1}). The use of Si is motivated by its low light absorption and high refractive index at the trapping wavelength (1064 nm). Other favorable attributes of Si include its wide availability, low cost, and the existence of mature fabrication technologies. Figure 1b schematically illustrates the optical trapping of NSs of different diameters by the Si nanoantenna. We expect that it should be possible for NSs with diameters smaller than the gap width to be trapped in the gap center. We also expect that it should be possible for several of such NSs to be simultaneously trapped. Larger NSs on the other hand are expected to be blocked from the gap center due to steric hindrance from the nanoantenna morphology. In Figure 1c, the electric field enhancement is plotted on an xy-plane that is halfway through the antenna. The medium above the Si is water. The Si nanoantenna is illuminated by a normally incident plane wave (1064 nm, x-polarized) from the water side. As shown in Figure 1c, the maximum enhancement occurs in the gap and takes a value of |E_{l}|/E_{0} ≈ 5.39. Here |E_{l}| is the electric field amplitude of the incident plane wave. It can be seen that there are three locations at which the electric fields are enhanced, with the gap region for the main maximum and the cylinder pair outer edges for the two secondary maxima. This potentially enables the simultaneous trapping of multiple nanoparticles. For comparison, we simulate the electric field enhancement for a gold (Au) nanoantenna on a glass substrate. The Au nanoantenna also consists of two
identical cylinders and a ring, and these have the same dimensions as that of the Si nanoantenna considered. The results are presented in the Supporting Information and show an electric field enhancement of $\sim 9.23$. We next report numerical simulations of the temperature rise of our all-Si nanoantennas and the water convection field\textsuperscript{11,20,31} when nanoantennas are illuminated at intensities typical of those used for experiments we report later. We consider three nanostructures: our all-Si nanoantenna on a Si substrate; a Au nanoantenna with the same dimensions on a glass substrate; and a Au cylinder dimer on a glass substrate. For the latter, the cylinders have the same dimensions as other nanoantennas (diameter = 200 nm, height = 200 nm, gap = 50 nm), and no ring structure is included. All designs have water superstrates and are illuminated at normal incidence with an x-polarized 1064 nm plane wave. In Figure 2a–c, we show the power dissipation density in a cross section through each nanostructure’s center, at an intensity that is typical in experiments ($I_0 = 5 \text{ mW/\mu m}^2$). Because the physical mechanisms that underlie the resonances of metallic and dielectric nanoantennas are different,\textsuperscript{23,26,28} the power dissipation distributions are also different. For the case of Si (Figure 2a), most of the dissipated power is confined inside the individual cylinders and the ring. For the case of Au (Figure 2b,c), the power dissipation peaks close to the surface of the nanoantenna. For both Si and Au nanostructures, the power dissipation is very small in the surrounding water. The difference between these power dissipation distributions can be understood from the sign of the relative permittivity of the nanoantenna, which is positive for Si and negative for Au.\textsuperscript{26} It should be noted that the peak values of the scale bar are different (Figure 2a: $\sim 10^{15} \text{ W/m}^3$; Figure 2b,c: $\sim 10^{16} \text{ W/m}^3$). The steady state temperature rise distributions are plotted as Figure 2d–f. In Figure 2d, the simulation predicts the maximum temperature rise is $\sim 0.04 \text{ K}$ on the plotted center cross section for the Si nanoantenna, which is very small. The

Figure 2. Heat power dissipation density around (a) a Si nanoantenna on a Si substrate, (b) a Au nanoantenna on a glass substrate, and (c) a Au cylinder nanodimer on a glass substrate. Steady state temperature increase profile around (d) a Si nanoantenna on a Si substrate, (e) a Au nanoantenna on a glass substrate, and (f) a Au cylinder nanodimer on a glass substrate. Panels a–f are plotted in the center plane of the nanostructures ($z = -100 \text{ nm}$) with an illumination intensity $I_0 = 5 \text{ mW/\mu m}^2$. Scale bar: 200 nm. (g) Peak (blue squares) and at gap center (red circles) temperature increases (in Si nanoantenna) vs trapping laser intensity. (h) Maximum convection velocity (near Si nanoantenna) vs trapping laser intensity. Chamber height is 15 $\mu \text{m}$.
Poroduction enhancement with negligible heat generation and ultralow fluid convection, meaning that light-induced thermophoresis and convection have negligible contributions to the trapping.

Plasmonic nanostructures can overcome the diffraction limit and enhance trapping forces. Here we calculate the optical forces generated by our Si nanoantenna to consider its use as nanotweezers for the optical trapping of nanoparticles. We use the finite element method package (FEM; COMSOL Multiphysics) and the Maxwell stress tensor (MST) analysis to determine the time-averaged forces. The nanoparticle is a 20 nm polystyrene NS. The force is integrated in one dimension to obtain the trapping potential energy under the simplifying assumption that it is a conservative force. In Figure 3a, we show the vertical force distribution for the Au nanoantenna versus its vertical center position (i.e., \( z_{\text{center}} = 0 \)) when moving along the middle (\( z_{\text{center}} = -140 \) nm) and edge (\( z_{\text{center}} = -200 \) nm) of the Si nanoantenna. (d) \( F_x \) and \( U_z \) vs NS position at 15 nm outside of Si nanoantenna along the x-axis (\( y_{\text{center}} = 0 \) nm, \( z_{\text{center}} = -215 \) nm). In panels b and d, \( 1k_B T = 4.05 \times 10^{-21} \) J.

**Figure 3.** MST optical force and associated trapping energy on a polystyrene NS (\( r_{\text{NS}} = 1.6, d = 20 \) nm) for illumination intensity \( I_0 = 9.5 \) mW/\( \mu \)m\(^2\). (a) Optical force \( F_z \) and (b) trapping energy \( U_z \) vs vertical position centered over the gap (\( x_{\text{center}} = y_{\text{center}} = 0 \)), (c) \( F_z \) and \( F_x \) along the y-direction (\( y_{\text{center}} = 0 \)) when moving along the middle (\( z_{\text{center}} = -140 \) nm) and edge (\( z_{\text{center}} = -200 \) nm) of the Si nanoantenna. (d) \( F_x \) and \( U_z \) vs NS position at 15 nm outside of Si nanoantenna along the x-axis (\( y_{\text{center}} = 0 \) nm, \( z_{\text{center}} = -215 \) nm).
also be seen that larger NSs experience stronger optical forces, which is also expected from the dipole approximation. The positive values of $F_z$ for the Au nanoantenna and Au cylinder nanodimer indicate that the NSs are pulled into the nanostructures. For both the Si and Au designs, the outer ring enhances the force values compared with the cylinder dimer geometry. In Figure 3b, we show the corresponding effective trapping potential energy $U_z$. This quantity is determined from Figure 3a with the line integration path being along the $z$-axis, from outside ($z_{center} = -300$ nm, $U_z = 0$) to inside each nanostructure ($z_{center} = -20$ nm). The Au nanoantenna produces a higher trapping potential energy than its Si counterpart, but with a much greater temperature rise (Figure 2). We next calculate the horizontal forces for the all-Si nanoantenna. In Figure 3c, we show $F_z$ and $F_x$ versus NS center location in the $x$-axis, with $y_{center} = 0$ nm. It can be seen that $F_x$ is negative for $x_{center} < 0$ and $F_x$ is positive for $x_{center} > 0$. This reveals that the NSs are primarily dragged to the edge surfaces of the antenna gap because of the unstable equilibrium at the gap center. In Figure 3d, we show $F_x$ and $U_x$ as a function of NS location outside of the antenna in the $x$-axis ($y_{center} = 0$ nm, $z_{center} = -215$ nm). The zero point of $U_x$ is defined as being when the NS is in the antenna center ($x_{center} = 0$). Three energy wells can be seen: one around the small gap area and two near the cylinder pair outer edges. A consequence of the multiple potential wells is that it should be possible to trap multiple nanoparticles.

To study the trapping process, we perform direct observations with fluorescence microscopy, tracking the position of, and fluorescent emission from, polystyrene NSs in water trapped by our all-Si nanoantennas. The NSs have diameters of 20 and 100 nm. An infrared trapping laser with $x$-polarization (1064 nm, continuous wave) is tightly focused by an oil immersion microscope objective (100×, NA = 1.3) into a chamber including polystyrene NSs (FluoSpheres, Life Technologies), distilled water, and Tween 20 surfactant (to minimize sticking). Another loosely focused green laser (532 nm), for fluorescence excitation, is introduced with the same optical path over a wide field-of-view, and the emitted fluorescence is detected with an EM-CCD camera.
electron multiplying camera (EM-CCD) after being passed through a set of filters. The EM-CCD camera is operated at 30 fps (frames per second). The green laser intensity at the sample is roughly 5 orders of magnitude smaller than that of the trapping beam. Experimental results showing the trapping of one or more NSs by the Si nanoantenna are provided as Supporting Movies 1–5. Here we display this trapping information in different formats to analyze the process. In Figure 4a–c, we show the recorded fluorescent emission counts integrated over a square cross section (of pixels) from every EM-CCD frame versus time. This cross section encompasses the illuminated Si nanoantenna. The 1064 nm laser is turned on and off at times that are marked by (red) downward- and (orange) upward-pointing arrows, respectively. The abrupt rises in fluorescence show single-particle trapping events, which is also verified by observing the movies. Figure 4a shows the optical trapping of a single NS (top, Supporting Movie 1) and two NSs (bottom, Supporting Movie 2). These NSs have diameters of 20 nm, which is smaller than the gap width. It is thus possible for a pair of such NSs to be trapped at the gap center. Figure 4b and c show the optical trapping of a single NS (Supporting Movie 3), two NSs (top, Supporting Movie 4), and three NSs (bottom, Supporting Movie 5). These have diameters of 100 nm. This is larger than the gap width, so it is not possible for such an NS to be trapped at a gap center. The reversibility of trapping and release confirms that the process is driven by the optical forces. We demonstrate that the trapped NSs are not being adsorbed to the Si antenna surface by nonoptical means via switching the trapping laser off and observing that the NSs are released. Switching the laser on again results in the NSs being trapped again immediately if they are still in the illuminated nanoantenna vicinity. In Figure 4d, a typical frame from a trapping movie is displayed, showing a pair of NSs (each 20 nm diameter, with white appearance) in the vicinity of a Si nanoantenna. We analyze the movies to find the positions of the NSs versus time and perform quantitative analysis. In Figure 4e, we show scatter plots of the position (centroid) of single trapped NSs (20 nm) at four different intensities. At each intensity, data are collected over a period of 33 s for 1000 frames. The NSs’ center locations are tracked with a radial-symmetry-based particle localization algorithm. Our results demonstrate that the higher laser intensities with stronger trapping forces contribute to the tighter particle spatial localizations. In Figure 4f, we show the corresponding full widths at half-maximum (fwhms) of Gaussian function fitting distributions. As discussed earlier, our simulations predict that the trapping energy for 20 nm NSs is smaller than the thermal energy $k_B T$ ($1 k_B T = 4.05 \times 10^{-21}$ J, $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, and $T = 293.15$ K is temperature). Our experimental results nonetheless show the optical trapping of 20 nm (and 100 nm) NSs. Figure 4f presents data on the trapping of the smaller (20 nm) NSs over a wide range of intensities. For comparison, the experiment is repeated with the larger (100 nm) NSs at two intensities near the lower end of the range. Interestingly, the fwhms for the 100 nm NSs are comparable to those of the 20 nm NSs at around the same intensity. This run counter to an expectation that the optical gradient force would be larger for the 100 nm NSs, due to their greater polarizability. One possible explanation is that the 100 nm NSs are limited in the gradient force that they can experience because they cannot enter the gap center (around which the electric field intensity reaches a maximum). We next study the trapping behavior by considering the trapping stiffness. From Figure 3d and the related discussion, it can be seen that the potential produced by the antenna is clearly not harmonic. It is nonetheless instructive to determine the “effective” trapping stiffnesses along the x- and y-axes, using $k_{\text{eff}} = k_B T / \var(x)$ and $k_{\text{eff}} = k_B T / \var(y)$, respectively. Here, $\var(x)$ and $\var(y)$ are the variances in position in the x- and y-axes, respectively. The “effective” trapping stiffness can be thought of as the stiffness that would be possessed by an ideal harmonic trap that produces the same localization (position variance) as our Si nanoantenna. The results are shown in Figure 4g and are extracted from the measured variances of 20 nm NS positions using a correction method that considers the issue of motion blur during the finite camera exposure time ($\sim 30$ ms). It can be seen that the effective trap stiffness increases with trapping laser intensity. This relationship is not the simple linear increase that would be expected for an ideal harmonic trap in which the optical gradient force and the Brownian force act. Several factors could account for this. First, as discussed, the potential is not strictly harmonic. Second, in our Si nanoantenna tweezers, the NS to be trapped cannot move freely in all directions, but rather is restricted by the antenna boundaries. Third, there may be other effects such as particle–surface interactions and electrostatic effects. One might also consider that heating, and the resultant thermophoresis and convection, at higher intensities might play a role. We do not think that this is the case, however, as our modeling predicts a negligible temperature rise. Recently, Shoji et al. reported optical trapping of 500 nm polystyrene particles using Si nanopyramids. We note that these particles have volumes ~4 orders of magnitude larger than those of the polystyrene NSs (20 nm diameter) we employ.

We next show not only that single NSs can be optically trapped by the trapping beam but also that this (infrared) beam can excite fluorescence from the single NSs by two-photon absorption (TPA). In Figure 4h, we plot (log–log format) the measured mean values of fluorescence intensity counts from various single trapped 20 nm NSs with noise subtracted (i.e., background intensity from green laser and intrinsic noise from system) versus trapping laser intensity. Each data point is obtained by averaging the fluorescent emission extracted from 1000 frames over a 30 × 30 pixel cross section. It can be seen that the experimental measurements are consistent with the quadratic dependence of two-photon absorption with the best fit to the log–log plot having slope 1.9. Further results that compare the fluorescence from trapped NSs produced when both the infrared and green lasers are on and when only the infrared laser is on are shown in the Supporting Information. We notice that the modification to the trapping process via the nonlinear refractive index of the NS is expected to be insignificant, as the nonlinear refractive index of polystyrene is much smaller than its linear part. The technique of optical manipulation represents an important tool in nanotechnology. Here we provide a method for optical manipulation that also demonstrates the repeatability of the trapping process as it is based on continually trapping, releasing, then retrapping NSs. We show that the trapped NSs (100 nm diameter) can be transported through the movement of the Si chip by computer software control (that is, access different nanoantennas of the array). Our device can achieve the controlled transport of either a single NS or a pair of NSs. Figure 5a displays the SEM
image of a representative Si nanoantenna array. Each antenna has the same design as that used in trapping experiments (Figure 1a). The antennas are formed in square arrays with a period of 2 \( \mu \)m. As the gap is narrower than the NSs’ diameters, the NSs are not trapped in the center of the small gap. In Figure 5b, we plot the electric field profile in the xy-plane at a distance of 15 nm from the antenna surface. There are two main maxima around the Si cylinder pair outer ends and one minor maximum around the middle gap. The schematic of the experimental configuration is given in the Supporting Information. We begin by discussing our demonstration of the transport of a single NS across the array. This process is shown as Supporting Movie 6, from which four frames are shown as Figure 5c. At the beginning, the NS moves randomly with Brownian motion (Figure 5c, time i). The first Si nanoantenna is illuminated by the focused trapping beam, and its location is pointed by a black square. When the NS moves in the first Si nanoantenna’s vicinity (time ii), it can be trapped by optical forces of the Si nanoantenna. At time iii, the piezoelectric stage has moved the Si nanoantenna chip along the x-axis by 2 \( \mu \)m by software control, meaning that the second nanoantenna within the array is irradiated. This leads to the NS trapped by the first antenna being released immediately and then moving freely as Brownian diffusion, until it is recaptured by the second illuminated nanoantenna before time iv. In this way, the nanoparticle can access various nanoantennas in the array along an arbitrary path. In Figure 5d, we show a typical fluorescent intensity count versus time integrated from a 14 \( \times \) 14 pixel cross section \((\sim 2.24 \ \mu \text{m} \times 2.24 \ \mu \text{m})\) over the trapping location. The trapping of the NS results in the fluorescence increasing in an approximately step-like fashion. Four violet arrows in Figure 5d.
determine the times (i−iv) of four frames of Figure 5c. In the experiment of Figure 5d, the NS has been made to access six different Si nanoantennas. The distance between the first and last nanoantenna is thus 10 μm. Further insight of the movement process could be found in Figure 5e. The yellow shaded area represents the approximate time duration when the NS is diffusing, between being released by the one antenna and recaptured by the next antenna. In Figure 5f, we display a plot of the tracked NS center locations for and recaptured by the next antenna. In Figure 5f, we display a plot of the tracked NS center locations for ~43 s, as determined by processing 1300 EM-CCD frames. The cluster at ~1500 nm, 1000 nm) represents the NS being trapped by six antennas. There is also a larger cluster at ~2250 nm, 1500 nm). This can be understood as follows. When the piezoelectric stage is moved, the cluster at ~18 μm, Figure 5g, time i), released (because of the movement of Si chip of a nanoantenna, Figure 5g, time ii), and retracted (by a new nanoantenna, Figure 5g, time iii). NSs are released from the nanoantennas when the trapping laser is switched on (Figure 5g, time iv). The ability of the nanoantenna to trap multiple NSs originates from the fact that it supports several hotspots. Our results suggest the future possibility of integrating Si nanoantennas arrays with microfluidic systems for lab-on-a-chip manipulation.

In this work, we demonstrate optical nanotweezers based on all-dielectric (Si) nanoantennas, for the first time to the best of our knowledge. Although the electric field enhancements (and thus optical forces) they provide are modest in comparison to those provided by plasmonic nanotweezers, we nonetheless demonstrate that they are sufficient to trap NSs with diameters down to 20 nm. Furthermore, the fact that absorption loss (and thus heating) is much smaller for our Si nanoantennas than plasmonic nanotweezers means that higher laser intensities can be used. This both permits high optical trapping forces and allows other phenomena that occur at high intensities to be investigated. One example of the latter that we study in this work is two-photon absorption. Using fluorescence microscopy, we perform nanoparticle trapping experiments, including position distribution and fluorescent emission. We perform a quantitative analysis of the trapped particle dynamics in the vicinity of silicon nanoantennas. In addition, we report the transport of an individual polystyrene nanoparticle within the Si nanoantenna array. Numerical simulations are performed to better understand these findings. Our results verify that silicon nanoantennas are robust as nano-optical tweezers with negligible local heating. We anticipate a number of topics that could be fruitful for future investigation, with two examples as follows. First, it would be interesting to develop all-dielectric nanotweezers for the manipulation of other nanomaterials, such as quantum dots, molecules, and nanodiamonds. Second, based on investigations with optical tweezers, it has been suggested that the electric double-layer coating of nanoparticles (sub-100 nm) may have a significant role in their optical trapping behavior. To understand the trapping process in Si nanoantennas in a complete fashion, theoretical and experimental investigations of this and other interactions could be performed.
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Methods

Device fabrication and chamber preparation. The Si nanoantennas studied in this paper are fabricated by standard electron beam lithography (EBL) and inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) on an Si wafer (Virginia Semiconductor Inc.). The resist used is ZEP520 (Zeon Chemicals). After etching, residual resist is removed, resulting in silicon nanoantenna arrays.

The microfluidic chamber (4 mm × 16 mm) is formed from photoresist on a 150 μm thick microscope glass coverslip as follows. The glass coverslip is first sonicated in water, baked on a hot plate to dry it, and cleaned in an oxygen plasma to remove particles etc. from the surface. This is followed by photoresist (AZ9260) coating, photolithography and development. The photoresist thickness is determined by the rotation speed of spin coater and measured with an optical profilometer. The photoresist is applied onto the cleaned coverslip while it is spinning at 500 rpm for 10 s to allow it to spread. The coverslip is then spun at 1000 rpm for 60 s, thereby resulting in a photoresist thickness of ~ 15 μm. Holes are drilled in the Si chip containing the nanoantennas to allow tubing to be added later. The Si chip is washed with acetone and rinsed with isopropanol and distilled water. It is then glued to the glass coverslip containing the microfluidic chamber with UV-cured optical adhesive, resulting in the chamber being closed. Polyethylene tubing to the Si chip is used to deliver fluid into the channel.

Trapping experiments. The experimental setup is based on an inverted optical microscope (Nikon TE2000). The optical trapping process is monitored by observing the nanosphere fluorescence after a set of filters (dichroic mirrors and shortpass filters) with an electron multiplying camera (EM-CCD, ProEM-HS: 512×512, Princeton Instruments) operated at 30 fps with an exposure time of ~ 30 ms. An optical beam shutter is used to switch on and off the light.
from the continuous wave trapping laser (Laser Quantum Ventus 1064). A half-wave plate ($\lambda_0 = 1064$ nm) is used to rotate the polarization of the trapping laser beam. The $x$-polarized trapping beam is collimated and then focused by an oil immersion objective (Nikon Plan Fluorite Oil Immersion Objective, 100×, NA = 1.3) into a $\sim 15$ μm thick perfusion chamber ($4 \text{ mm} \times 16 \text{ mm}$). The sample is mounted upside-down and aligned using a piezoelectric stage with a subnanometer position resolution. The focal spot diameter is $\sim 1.2$ μm. A loosely focused green laser (532 nm) is projected along the same optical path to excite fluorescence. The intensity at the sample due to the green laser is approximately five orders of magnitude smaller than that of the trapping beam. We thus expect that the contributions of the green laser to local heating and optical forces are negligible. The polystyrene nanospheres (FluoSpheres, 20 nm or 100 nm diameter, carboxylate-modified, Life Technologies) are suspended in distilled water with a trace amount of Tween 20 surfactant added, and the diluted suspension is ultrasonicated using a bath sonicator and further passed through a filter to remove aggregates, etc. The nanospheres have a coefficient of variation of about 20% for 20 nm and 5% for 100 nm respectively, according to the manufacturer (Life Technologies). The transmission of oil objective to the focal plane at 1064 nm is $\sim 55\%$. Before the experiments, the mixture of water with Tween 20 is flowed through the channel to prevent nonspecific binding. Each experiment is done with freshly made suspension.

Each pixel on the EM-CCD sensor array is 16 μm × 16 μm, which translates to around 160 nm × 160 nm in the focal plane with the 100× magnification objective.

**Numerical calculations.** Three-dimensional simulations are performed by the finite element method (FEM) using COMSOL Multiphysics. We use the “Wave Optics Module” to solve the near field distribution and for force determination. We begin by finding the background field ($|E_b|$) between substrate (Si or glass) and water space. We then perform a scattered field
simulation with the nanoantenna (Si or Au) being the scatterer. We use perfectly matched layers (PMLs) at the boundaries of the simulation space. To calculate the optical force with the MST, the nanoantenna and a single NS are introduced as two scatterers in the simulation. The optical trapping force on the NS is obtained by integrating the MST over its surface. The trapping energy is determined from the force map using the PDE module (partial differential equation) by solving the following equation: \(-\nabla U = \vec{F}\). The refractive indices of water, glass and polystyrene are taken as 1.33, 1.45 and 1.6 respectively. The optical constant of Si is taken from Palik\(^1\) and the optical constant of Au is taken from the data of Johnson and Christy.\(^2\)

We use the heat transfer and laminar flow modules to solve the temperature rise distribution and fluid dynamics problems (here for steady state). This is performed as follows. The absorbed power in the Si cylinder dimer, in the Si ring, and in a region of the underlying Si substrate that has dimensions 2 \(\mu m \times 2 \mu m \times 1 \mu m\) (along \(x, y, z\) axes) is found from the electromagnetic simulations described above. This absorbed power is then taken as heat source power in the subsequent temperature rise distribution calculation. The heat source power is assumed to be evenly distributed, i.e., has the same density, over the Si cylinder dimer, over the Si ring and over the underlying region of the substrate (2 \(\mu m \times 2 \mu m \times 1 \mu m\)). While additional optical power is absorbed deeper into the substrate (i.e., beyond 1 \(\mu m\)), this absorbed power has an effect upon the temperature rise at the surface that decreases with distance. In the simulation, as shown in Figure S5, the outer boundaries and initial temperature are set to be 293.15 K. No-slip boundary conditions are employed at the boundaries between water and solids. The thermal parameters of silicon, gold, glass and water are all taken from COMSOL material library.
Figures and captions

Figure S1 | Magnetic fields distribution. Plotted in the center plane of our Si nanoantenna with plane wave illumination (x-polarized, $\lambda = 1064$ nm, $I_0 = 5$ mW/µm$^2$). Scale bar: 200 nm.
Figure S2 | Near fields for \( y \)-polarized illumination. (a) Electric field enhancement and (b) magnetic field amplitude in the center plane of our Si nanoantenna, for plane wave illumination (\( y \)-polarized, \( \lambda = 1064 \) nm, \( I_0 = 5 \) mW/\( \mu \)m\(^2\)). Scale bar: 200 nm.
Figure S3 | Near fields in Si nanodimer. Si cylinder dimer nanoantenna (two cylinders of diameters and heights of 200 nm, 50 nm gap in between) on an Si substrate, covered with water. Plotted in the center plane ($z = -100$ nm cross section), illuminated by plane waves with different polarizations ($\lambda = 1064$ nm, $I_0 = 5$ mW/$\mu$m$^2$). (a)(b) x-polarized; (c)(d) y-polarized. Scale bar: 200 nm.
Figure S4 | Near fields in Au nanostructures. (a)(b) Au nanoantenna with same dimensions as Si nanoantenna on a glass substrate; (c)(d) Au nanodimer (two cylinders of diameters and heights of 200 nm, 50 nm gap in between) on a glass substrate, covered with water. (a)(c) Electric field enhancement, and (b)(d) magnetic field amplitude, plotted in the center plane and illuminated by plane wave with x-polarization ($\lambda = 1064$ nm, $I_0 = 5$ mW/µm²). Scale bar: 200 nm.
Figure S5 | Geometric configuration for heat calculation. Sketch is not to scale. (a)(b) Si nanoantenna on an Si substrate. (c) Au nanoantenna with same dimensions on a glass substrate. Black line indicates chamber boundaries at which $T_0 = 293.15$ K. Black dashed line in panel a indicates underlying Si substrate heat source. Si cylinders and Si ring also act as heat sources.
Figure S6 | Photothermal effects in Si nanoantenna. (a) Heat power dissipation density in the $xz$-plane. Scale bar: 200 nm. (b) Water convection velocity field in the $yz$-plane, plotted in both magnitude (color map: nm/s) and direction (white arrows, magnitude proportionally scaled). Chamber height is 15 μm. Scale bar: 10 μm. Steady state temperature increase profile in the (c) $xz$- and (d) $yz$-plane. Scale bar: 200 nm. White & black dots indicate coordinate system origin. $I_0 = 5 \text{ mW/μm}^2$. 
Figure S7 | Photothermal effects in Au nanostructures. (a)(c) Au nanoantenna with same dimensions as Si nanoantenna on a glass substrate; (b)(d) Au nanodimer (two cylinders of diameters and heights of 200 nm, 50 nm gap in between) on a glass substrate. (a)(b) Steady state temperature increase profile in the \(xz\)-plane. Black dot indicates coordinate system origin. Scale bar: 200 nm. (c)(d) Simulation of water convection velocity field in the \(yz\)-plane, plotted in both magnitude (color map: nm/s) and direction (white arrows, magnitude proportionally scaled). Chamber height is 15 \(\mu m\). Scale bar: 10 \(\mu m\). \(I_0 = 5\) mW/\(\mu m^2\).
**Figure S8 | Electric fields distributions, with a single NS included in simulation.** Polystyrene NS: $n_{NS} = 1.6$, $d = 20$ nm. (a) Si nanoantenna on an Si substrate; (b) Au nanoantenna with same dimensions on a glass substrate; (c) Si cylinder dimer nanoantenna on an Si substrate; (d) Au cylinder dimer nanoantenna on a glass substrate. For each of these, water superstrate is used. Plane wave illumination from water side is employed (traveling in $+z$ direction, $x$-polarized, $\lambda = 1064$ nm). White dot indicates coordinate system origin. Center $z$-coordinates of NS are as follows ($(x_{center}, y_{center}) = (0, 0)$). (a)(c) $z_{center} = -140$ nm; (b)(d) $z_{center} = -30$ nm. $I_0 = 9.5$ mW/μm$^2$. Scale bar: 200 nm.
Figure S9 | MST optical forces in Si nanoantenna. Polystyrene NS: $n_{NS} = 1.6$, $d = 20$ nm. (a) $F_y$ and $F_z$ along $y$-direction ($x_{center} = 0$) for moving in the middle ($z_{center} = -140$ nm) and the edge ($z_{center} = -200$ nm). (b) $F_y$ and $U_y$ vs. NS position at 15 nm outside of nanoantenna along $y$-axis ($x_{center} = 0$, $z_{center} = -215$ nm). (c)(d) NS moving in the $xz$-plane ($y_{center} = 0$) along $z$-direction in the middle ($x_{center} = 0$) and around left cylinder ($x_{center} = -12$ nm and $-238$ nm, that is, 3 nm distance to Si surface) of (c) $F_x$ and (d) $F_z$. (a)−(d) $I_0 = 9.5$ mW/µm$^2$. (e) Vertical force $F_z$ and (f) trapping potential energy $U_z$ along $z$-axis as functions of trapping laser intensity and position over the gap ($x_{center} = y_{center} = 0$). In panels b and f, $1k_BT = 4.05 \times 10^{-21}$ J.
Figure S10 | Brownian motion histogram. Position histograms (1000 EM-CCD frames) of a trapped 20 nm NS, relative to trap center along $x$- and $y$-axes. Illumination intensity is $I_0 = 9.5$ mW/µm$^2$. These plots are extracted from data of Figure 4e.
Figure S11 | Fluorescence measurement. Recorded EM-CCD intensity counts vs. trapping laser intensity (single 20 nm NSs, same green laser power, 30×30 pixel cross section, 1000 frames). Box plot measured for single trapped NSs. Background has not been subtracted from data in this plot. For each box, the center is the median, the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the whiskers are the 5th and 95th percentiles.
Figure S12 | Two-photon excitation. (a) Experimental fluorescence time trace indicating optical trapping, release and two-photon excitation of a single 20 nm NS (30×30 pixel cross section, I_0 = 18.3 mW/µm^2). Black and red curves, obtained in separate measurements, are included on this plot for comparison of signal levels (intensity counts). Zoom-in of panel a from (b) 19–35 s and (c) 47–60 s. (d)–(f) EM-CCD images of fluorescence. Orange circles indicate the NS that is attached to the Si surface, and the red circles indicate the NS being trapped. Switching the trapping laser off releases NS from the nanoantenna. After switching the green laser off, one observes the two-photon absorption induced fluorescence from trapped NS, but no one-photon induced fluorescence from the NS attached to the surface. Images are captured with auto-scale contrast of EM-CCD camera.
Figure S13 | Optical transport of NSs. (a) Microscope image of Si nanoantenna array chip immersed in water. Scale bar: 10 μm. (b) Schematic of trapping and transport of single NSs ($d = 100$ nm) across an array of Si nanoantennas. (c)(d) Zoom-in of Figure 5d showing NS release, Brownian diffusion and transport from one illuminated nanoantenna to another.
Figure S14 | Microfluidic chamber. Cross section of closed perfusion chamber, sealed with UV-cured optical adhesives.
Figure S15 | Schematic diagram of experimental setup. The trapping is monitored by observing the NSs fluorescence. (OI MO = Oil Immersion Microscope Objective)
Movies

Movie 1. Optical trapping and release of a single 20 nm polystyrene nanosphere.

Movie 2. Optical trapping and release of two 20 nm polystyrene nanospheres.

Movie 3. Optical trapping and release of a single 100 nm polystyrene nanosphere.

Movie 4. Optical trapping and release of two 100 nm polystyrene nanospheres.

Movie 5. Optical trapping and release of three 100 nm polystyrene nanospheres.

Movie 6. Optical trapping and transport of a single 100 nm polystyrene nanosphere.

Movie 7. Optical trapping and transport of two 100 nm polystyrene nanospheres.
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Abstract: We report the optical trapping of a single streptavidin-coated CdSe/ZnS quantum dot whose overall diameter is around 15–20 nm, in a microfluidic chamber by an all-dielectric (silicon) nanotweezer with negligible local heating. The use of fluorescence microscopy allows us to readily observe trapping events, tracking the fluorescence emission from, and the position of, each individual trapped quantum dot as a function of time. The blinking behavior of the quantum dots is observed during the trapping process, that is, in the near field region of the silicon nanoantenna. We furthermore show that the continuous wave infrared laser employed to trap the quantum dots can also excite photoluminescence from them via two-photon absorption. We present Maxwell stress tensor simulations of optical forces applied to a single quantum dot in the nanoantenna’s vicinity. This work demonstrates that all-dielectric nanotweezers are a promising means to handle quantum dots in solution, enabling them to be localized for observations over extended periods of time.
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1. Introduction

Plasmon-based nano-optical tweezers [1–8] have been shown to offer advantages over conventional optical tweezers [9–11] for the trapping of nanometer-sized objects via the enhanced optical forces that occur when light is confined on a deeply subwavelength scale. The ability to optically trap and manipulate nanomaterials presents many opportunities for nanoscience [12,13]. However, the high level of Joule heating from dissipative losses is recognized as a big challenge faced by plasmonic tweezers [14,15], especially for the trapping and sensing of biological specimens [16]. Loss is also a major issue for many other applications of plasmonics (and not just nanotweezers). This has motivated recent advances in an alternative approach for nano-optics that uses subwavelength high refractive index dielectric nanoelements. These devices are termed all-dielectric nanoantennas [17–23], and generate strong near-field hotspots with much lower absorption losses than plasmonics. In this work, we demonstrate that all-dielectric nanoantennas allow single quantum dots to be trapped optically in a robust fashion.

Colloidal quantum dots (QDs) are nanoscale semiconductor crystals [24] with applications ranging from consumer products such as displays to use as fluorescent markers in biological labeling [25]. They have excellent fluorescence properties [26] that include size-dependent emission, high quantum yield, large linear and nonlinear absorption cross-sections and excellent photostability. At present, there has been much interest in using optical tweezers to trap nanomaterials in solution for a variety of reasons, including to localize these materials to facilitate their characterization via spectroscopy [12,13]. It has been demonstrated that conventional single light-based optical tweezers can be utilized to trap individual QDs and aggregates of QDs [27–33]. This prompts the question of whether QDs can be trapped using nanotweezers supported by surface plasmons and other methods, due to the potential advantages that include tighter spatial confinement, lower optical power requirements and integration with sensing. The trapping of QDs using silicon nitride photonic crystal resonators
has been investigated [34], but this approach is not trivial from an experimental standpoint, requiring tunable laser sources and coupling to waveguides. It has been shown that plasmonic nanotweezers can trap individual QDs and silica-coated QDs [35–37], but it is well-established that the optical properties of QDs can be considerably altered when they are in the vicinity of plasmonic nanostructures [38,39]. This motivates us to demonstrate QDs trapping with a non-plasmonic platform.

In this work, we present direct experiments of optical trapping of a single streptavidin-coated quantum dot by an all-dielectric nanotweezer, that is, silicon (Si) nanoantenna with a Si substrate, via illumination with an infrared wavelength 1064 nm continuous wave (CW) trapping beam. The QD has a CdSe core and ZnS shell, and is further coated by a polymer shell and then streptavidin. According to the manufacturer, the QD has an overall diameter of ~ 15–20 nm. Our simulations indicate that the temperature rise of the nanoantenna due to the trapping laser illumination is negligible and we thus expect no thermal quenching of the QD emission. Employing fluorescence microscopy, we monitor the optical trapping and release of the QD when the trapping laser beam is turned on and off. We furthermore track the trapped QDs versus time, monitoring the fluorescent intensity and centroid position. We observe the fluorescence blinking of single QDs trapped by our silicon nanoantenna. We demonstrate that the illumination from the infrared laser not only results in the optical trapping of a QD, but also excite fluorescence from it via two-photon absorption (TPA). Finally, we quantify the optical trapping forces exerted on the QD using numerical simulations via the Maxwell stress tensor method. This paper illustrates that all-dielectric nanotweezers allow QDs to be trapped optically, without the challenges that can be associated with plasmonic approaches that include local heating and modification to the optical properties of the QDs.

2. Design and simulation

![Fig. 1. (a) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) picture (45° tilt) of a Si nanoantenna situated on a Si substrate. (b) Temperature rise profile (for steady state) around a Si nanoantenna, I_0 = 15 mW/µm². Scale bar: 200 nm. (c) Electric fields profile in the yz- and xz-cross section, for 1064 nm plane wave (x-polarization) at normal incidence. White dots represent the origin of coordinate system. Scale bar: 200 nm.](image)

Our all-Si nanoantenna consists of two identical Si nanocylinders separated by a narrow gap (50 nm) and surrounded by a Si ring [Fig. 1(a)]. The two cylinders have diameters and heights of 200 nm. The ring has inner and outer radii of 525 nm and 725 nm, respectively (i.e., is 200 nm wide). The ring has a height of 200 nm. We fabricate the Si nanoantennas via electron beam lithography (EBL) and reactive ion etching methods [23]. We perform finite element method simulations (FEM; COMSOL Multiphysics) of our Si nanoantenna to understand its trapping behavior [23]. In these simulations, the nanoantenna is covered by water (\(n_{\text{water}} = 1.33\)) and illuminated at normal incidence by a plane wave (wavelength 1064 nm) with x-polarization from water side (travelling in +z axis). In Fig. 1(b), we plot the steady state temperature rise of the Si nanoantenna for an illumination trapping laser intensity of I_0 = 15 mW/µm², which is typical of the levels we employ in our QDs trapping experiments. It can be noticed that the temperature increase is below 0.12 K. This represents a small value, which originates from the fact that Si has a low imaginary permittivity component [40] and a high
thermal conductivity [6]. We thus do not expect to see the quenching or bleaching of the QD emission that can occur with large increases in temperature [19,21]. We next plot the simulated electric field distributions on two cross sections through the nanoantenna as Fig. 1(c). It can be seen that there is a hotspot in the gap between two cylinders, which we attribute to be associated with the coupling between the dipole modes of two Si cylinders [18]. We expect QDs to be trapped here, via the gradient forces accompanying these confined local fields [41,42]. It can be seen that there are also hotspots at the outer extremities of cylinders, but with the smaller electric field enhancement than the hotspot in the gap region between the cylinders.

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic illustration of a streptavidin-coated QD structure. (b) Model of QDs used in near fields and optical forces simulations. (c) Electric fields distribution (y = 0 cross section) in the Si nanoantenna gap with a QD included (x_{center}, y_{center}, z_{center}) = (0, 0, -140 nm). Scale bar: 20 nm.

Fig. 3. Electric fields distribution (y = 0 cross section) in the Si nanoantenna gap with a 20 nm polystyrene NS included (x_{center}, y_{center}, z_{center}) = (0, 0, -140 nm). Scale bar: 20 nm.

Figure 2(a) schematically illustrates the structure of the QDs we use in experiments, based on information from the manufacturer (Life Technologies, Q10121MP, Qdot 655 Streptavidin Conjugate) [43]. The QD has a CdSe core and ZnS shell, and is further coated by a polymer layer and streptavidin, with typically 5–10 streptavidin molecules for each QD according to the manufacturer. The QD is ~ 15–20 nm in total diameter. We choose to trap these QDs because they represent a typical choice for biological experiments in which QDs are employed as labels [31,32]. As the QD structure is complex and not known precisely by us, approximations are made when modeling it. Specifically, as depicted in Fig. 2(b), the QD is modeled as consisting of a spherical core (CdSe) with two spherical shells (ZnS and polymer), that is, without streptavidin molecules. The radii of the core and two shells are taken as $r_1 = 5$ nm, $r_2 = 7$ nm, and $r_3 = 10$ nm. We take the refractive index of the outer shell to be 1.6, as this is a typical value for polymers. In Fig. 2(c), we depict the electric field profile on the $xz$-plane ($y = 0$ cross section) in which the QD is in the gap, centered at $(x_{center} = y_{center} = 0, z_{center} = -140$ nm). For comparison purposes, we provide the calculation for the situation of a single polystyrene nanosphere (NS) with a 20 nm diameter at the same position in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the presence of the QD modifies the fields distribution in the nanoantenna gap more strongly than the NS does. This is because the QD has a larger
refractive index \((n_{\text{CdSe}} = 2.54, n_{\text{ZnS}} = 2.29)\) than the NS \((n_{\text{NS}} = 1.6)\). As we discuss next, the associated optical forces are also enhanced.

The enhanced and spatially confined field distributions provided by the nanoantenna permit the efficient trapping of single nanoparticles. The general way of computing the optical forces applied to a small object is the Maxwell stress tensor (MST) method \([41,42]\). Here we determine the electric and magnetic fields distributions via FEM simulations and use the MST method to predict the optical forces \([8,23]\) exerted on a single QD with the multi-layer structure \((r_1 = 5 \text{ nm}, r_2 = 7 \text{ nm}, \text{and } r_3 = 10 \text{ nm})\). Optical forces are calculated on the polymer surface enclosing the QD. The results are displayed as Fig. 4. In Fig. 4(a), we show the force component \(F_z\) on the nanoparticle versus its center location along the \(z\)-axis. In addition to the QD, we also model a polystyrene NS (with a diameter of 20 nm) and a smaller QD (with \(r_1 = 3 \text{ nm}, r_2 = 4 \text{ nm}, \text{and } r_3 = 5 \text{ nm}\)). It can be seen that these display similar characteristics, but with the optical force being largest for the QD, followed by the 20 nm NS and the smaller QD. In all cases, the force magnitude is maximum at the nanoantenna edge. It can be seen that when the particle is away from the nanoantenna \((z_{\text{center}} < -200 \text{ nm})\), \(F_z\) is positive, meaning that it is pulled toward the nanoantenna. This continues when the particle enters the nanoantenna region \((-200 \text{ nm} < z_{\text{center}} < -140 \text{ nm})\) until the particle reaches roughly the nanoantenna midpoint, beyond which \((i.e., z_{\text{center}} > -140 \text{ nm})\) \(F_z\) is negative. This location \((z_{\text{center}} = -140 \text{ nm})\) thus represents an equilibrium position, that is, the particle will experience a restoring force if it displaced along the \(z\)-axis from this point, for example, by Brownian forces from water molecules. We then plot the horizontal components of optical forces applied to a single QD versus its center location along the \(x\)-[Fig. 4(b)] and \(y\)-axes [Fig. 4(c)]. It can be seen from Fig. 4(b) that \(F_x > 0\) for \(x_{\text{center}} > 0\), and \(F_x < 0\) for \(x_{\text{center}} < 0\). The QD is therefore predicted to have a tendency to be drawn to the sides of the gap. It can be seen that \(F_z\) is positive for the range of \(x\)-axis positions considered, meaning that the QD is drawn to the nanoantenna. This is also the case for the range of \(y\)-axis positions considered in Fig. 4(c). It also can be seen from Fig. 4(c) that the QD feels a restoring force for small displacements along the \(y\)-axis about \((x_{\text{center}}, y_{\text{center}}, z_{\text{center}}) = (0, 0, -140 \text{ nm})\) and \((0, 0, -200 \text{ nm})\). In other words, \(F_y\) is negative for \(y_{\text{center}} > 0\), and positive for \(y_{\text{center}} < 0\).

### 3. Experimental methods

We next describe our experimental methods and results. The QDs (Life Technologies, Q10121MP) are homogeneously suspended in 1X PBS (phosphate-buffered saline, pH 7.4) solution. Tween 20 (0.05% v/v) has been added as surfactant to avoid aggregation. The concentration of QDs in the experiments is \(\sim 10^{-8} \text{ mol/L}\). Soon after being made, the suspension is ultrasonicated using a bath sonicator, filtered to remove aggregates, etc. and injected into a microfluidic chamber that is \(\sim 15 \mu \text{m}\) thick. The microfluidic chamber consists of the Si chip containing nanoantennas sealed to a glass coverslip on which a patterned
photoresist layer (~ 15 μm thick) has been formed [23]. Our setup includes an inverted optical microscope (Nikon TE2000), an oil immersion objective (Nikon, 100×, NA = 1.3), a green laser (wavelength 532 nm, for emission excitation), an x-polarized CW infrared laser (for optical trapping, spot diameter ~ 1.2 μm, wavelength 1064 nm), a set of filters, a sensitive electron multiplying camera (EM-CCD, frame rate of 30 fps, exposure time of ~ 30 ms) and a grating spectrometer [23]. This system allows us to observe an individual QD and to track its position as it interacts with the Si nanoantenna. Using this system, we readily observe the optical trapping of a single QD by our Si nanoantenna. Two example experiments are presented as Figs. 5 and 6. These are discussed in the paragraphs below. Illumination intensities of $I_0 = 17.3$ mW/μm² and $I_0 = 16.1$ mW/μm² are used for Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. Additional trapping experimental data are provided in Appendix (see Fig. 7). Our experiments confirm that the QDs are optically trapped when the trapping beam is switched on and that they are released from the Si nanoantenna when it is switched off. As shown in Appendix (see Fig. 8), QDs sometimes become stuck to the Si surface. These QDs are readily identified as they are not released from the antenna surface when the trapping beam is turned off. The permanently-adsorbed QDs also appear brighter in the fluorescence microscope images than the optically trapped QDs, making them easy to distinguish.

4. Results and analysis

![Graphs and images showing fluorescent emission and optical trapping](https://example.com/graphs.png)

Fig. 5. (a) Fluorescent emission versus time for the trapping of a single QD (see also Visualization 1). (b) Corresponding emission counts histogram of optically trapped QD (from 4–45 s), collected from data of panel (a). (c) Zoom-in of (a) from 35–40 s showing the QD blinking. (d) Four selected EM-CCD images illustrating fluorescence blinking from single trapped QD. Scale bar: 800 nm. (Trapping laser intensity $I_0 = 17.3$ mW/μm²)
Figure 5 represents one of the key findings of this paper, showing the direct observation of the trapping of a single QD via optical forces in PBS solution using an all-Si nanotweezer/nanoantenna (see Visualization 1). In Fig. 5(a), we depict the fluorescent intensity counts as a function of time, obtained by integrating over a cross section covering 30×30 pixels of each EM-CCD frame that is centered over the Si nanoantenna. It can be seen that there are large fluctuations in the fluorescence signal from the single QD trapped in Fig. 5(a). We attribute this to blinking of the QD [31,33], and note that this was not observed in previous works on the optical trapping of single fluorescent nanoparticles (i.e., polystyrene NSs) [8,23]. We do not observe any quenching or photobleaching of the QD emission [32,37]. This is reasonable because the Si nanoantennas produce ultra-low heat generation [19,23], so quenching or photobleaching associated with the temperature rise should be negligible. It can also be observed that QD fluorescence blinking occurs during the time interval over which the QD is optically trapped (i.e., ~ 4–47 s and ~ 49–51 s). Figure 5(b) plots an emission count histogram of the fluorescence blinking data (4–45 s) in Fig. 5(a). Further insight into the blinking phenomenon can be obtained from Fig. 5(c), which represents a zoom-in of the period of 35–40 s [from Fig. 5(a)]. It can be seen that the QD is cycling between emitting “on” and non-emitting “off” states. Four selected EM-CCD frames showing the single trapped QD is given as Fig. 5(d) to further illustrate the blinking process. For comparison, in Appendix (see Fig. 9), we plot fluorescent emission from a single freely-moving QD as a function of time, which again illustrates the blinking process. This is obtained by analyzing EM-CCD images gathered over five seconds of the moving QD and integrating intensity from each frame over a cross section (35×35 pixels), that is slightly larger than before to ensure that the (moving) QD is included. The blinking process is important to understand in applications of QDs. Here, we show that our Si nanoantenna enables us to trap QDs and monitor their blinking. This is might useful for future investigations of blinking from single QDs.

We next discuss our results on exciting fluorescence from individual QDs via two-photon absorption. Key results are shown as Fig. 6. Insight into the process can be obtained by examining EM-CCD images collected with both infrared and green lasers on [Fig. 6(a)-i], with only the infrared laser on [Fig. 6(a)-ii] and with only the green laser on [Fig. 6(a)-iii]. We note that the infrared 1064 nm trapping beam is focused by the objective to a small spot (~ 1.2 µm diameter) while the green laser illuminates a broad area that is comparable to the field-of-view of Fig. 6(a). When both the green and trapping lasers are switched on [Fig. 6(a)-i], therefore, fluorescence can be seen both from an optically trapped QD around the nanoantenna gap (red circle) as well as a stuck QD to another part of the Si surface (yellow circle). When only the infrared laser is on, fluorescence is only observed from the optically trapped QD [Fig. 6(a)-ii], which we conclude to originate from TPA [32,36,44]. Similarly, when only the green laser is on, fluorescence is only observed from the stuck QD, as there is no longer a QD optically trapped around the nanoantenna gap [Fig. 6(a)-iii]. In Fig. 6(b), fluorescence emission of the optically trapped QD versus time is plotted, again obtained by integrating over a cross section covering 30×30 pixels from each EM-CCD frame. Both infrared and green lasers are on for 0 < t < 35 s, while only the infrared laser is on for t > 35 s. It can be seen that the QD blinking behavior occurs over the duration of the experiment. Emission spectra measured from the single optically-trapped QD when illumination is supplied by both lasers and by only the infrared laser are shown as Fig. 6(c). It can be seen that these have similar properties, peaking near the manufacturer’s target wavelength (655 nm), with the intensity being larger when both lasers are used. For comparison we include a spectrum measured when only the infrared laser is on and there is no QD trapped by the Si nanoantenna. This spectrum represents the background. In Fig. 6(d), we show the scatter plots of the tracked centroid locations of a single trapped QD. These data sets are collected with both two beams (trapping and green) and with only the trapping beam switched on. These are obtained with 1000 frames per data set over a time interval of 33 s and processed frame by
frame using a tracking algorithm [45]. These scatter plots quantify the QD localization by our all-Si nanoantenna tweezers. The corresponding histograms are plotted in Fig. 6(e), obtained with illumination from the trapping laser only [red dots in Fig. 6(d)], i.e., with two-photon-excited fluorescence. The full widths at half maximum (FWHMs) of Gaussian fitting profiles are 128 nm and 347 nm along the x- and y-axes, respectively. We conclude that the QD is trapped around the gap center, with the distribution including the combined effects of the optical gradient force and steric hindrance from the nanoantenna surface [8]. Our results demonstrate the optical tracking of a single QD trapped by an all-Si nanoantenna with nonlinear absorption, for the first time to our knowledge. In these experiments, because of the large TPA cross-section ($\sigma_{\text{TPA}}$), QDs can not only be excited via linear absorption from the green excitation laser (at wavelength 532 nm) by absorbing one photon, but also via TPA from the infrared trapping laser (at wavelength 1064 nm) by absorbing two photons simultaneously. We notice however that at the comparatively weak trapping laser irradiation level applied here [31–33] (~ 16.1 mW/μm²) and taking account of the electric field intensity enhancement produced by our all-Si nanoantenna (~ $5.39 \times 5.39 = 29$) [23], the nonlinear refractive index ($\gamma I_0$, where $\gamma$ is the nonlinear refractive index coefficient and $I_0$ is the light intensity) of CdSe is $\sim -6.9 \times 10^{-7}$ ($<< n_0 = 2.54$). This is extremely small, indicating insignificant modification to optical forces via the optical Kerr effect [42]. We note however that it has been reported that, in conventional optical tweezers with illumination from a femtosecond laser, the TPA process can enhance the trapping of QDs [30]. The use of femtosecond laser pulses with all-dielectric nanoantenna tweezers for the trapping of QDs and other nanomaterials might be an interesting topic for the future study. We also suggest that it may be fruitful to investigate the effect of the electric double layer coating on nanoparticles on trapping with optical nanotweezers, as recent work has shown it to be important with conventional optical tweezers [46].
5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we demonstrate that a single streptavidin-coated CdSe/ZnS quantum dot can be optically trapped by an all-Si nanoantenna and excited by the trapping beam via two-photon absorption. Our all-Si nanotweezers yield subwavelength light field confinement and enhancement with generating negligible local heating, which preserves the intrinsic properties of an individual QD and prevents photothermal effects including quenching and bleaching. We perform the tracking observation of the location and light emission of single trapped QDs by our all-Si nanoantenna, for the first time to our knowledge. The fluorescence behavior is visualized by an EM-CCD camera and analyzed with a spectrometer. Numerical simulations are also presented to calculate the optical forces applied to a single QD with the Maxwell stress tensor method. Future work could involve extending this platform by demonstrating the trapping of other nanomaterials such as single biological molecules.

Appendix

Optical trapping of single QDs

Single QDs can be optically trapped by Si nanoantennas via optical forces. In Fig. 7(a), both infrared and green lasers are on for $0 < t < 10$ s. At the beginning ($t = 0$), the QD is trapped by
an Si nanoantenna. This QD is only trapped for $0 < t < 4$ s and it is no longer trapped when $t > 4$ s. In Fig. 7(b), the green laser is switched on for $0 < t < 25$ s, and a single QD has been trapped at the beginning ($t = 0$). It can be seen from Fig. 7(b) that the QD is released from an Si nanoantenna when the trapping laser is switched off at $t \sim 12$ s. When the trapping laser is switched on again at $t \sim 18$ s, the QD cannot be re-trapped again because it moves far from the nanoantenna hotspots. This behavior is consistent with the short-range nature of the optical forces. In Fig. 7(c), the trapping laser is switched on for $0 < t < 90$ s and switched off thereafter ($t > 90$ s). The green laser is switched on always except for the time interval of 60 s to 80 s. As shown in Fig. 7(c), when the QD moves close to an illuminated Si nanoantenna, it will experience optical forces and can be trapped, resulting in an abrupt jump in fluorescence. At $t \sim 60$ s, the green laser is switched off and the optically trapped QD is excited only by TPA, with the emitted intensity being decreased. Turning the green laser on again at $t \sim 80$ s results in the emitted intensity reverting to the previous level. Switching the trapping laser off at $t \sim 90$ s results in the quick release of the QD from the hotspots. In Fig. 7(d), the trapping laser is switched on for $0 < t < 57$ s and switched off thereafter ($t > 57$ s). The green laser is switched on for $0 < t < 20$ s and $t > 45$ s and switched off for $20 < t < 45$ s. Figure 7(d) shows the similar results as shown in Fig. 7(c), with the optical trapping by optical forces from $0 < t < 57$ s, being released after switching off the trapping laser at $t \sim 57$ s, and being excited by TPA only from the infrared (trapping) laser from $20 < t < 45$ s. The trap-and-release behavior confirms the predominant role of optical forces in the trapping process and that the QD is not attached to Si surface.

![Fig. 7. Fluorescent intensity counts vs. time for trapping of a single QD.](image)

(a) Intensity Counts ($10^5$) vs. Time (s)

(b) Intensity Counts ($10^5$) vs. Time (s)

(c) Intensity Counts ($10^5$) vs. Time (s)

(d) Intensity Counts ($10^5$) vs. Time (s)

For (b)-(d), switching off the trapping laser results in the quick release of the QDs.
Trapping and sticking of QDs

In Fig. 8, we illustrate an occasion in which a QD is optically trapped by an Si nanoantenna but then becomes stuck to it. At the beginning [Fig. 8(a)], the QD moves randomly. The QD is then optically trapped by the nanoantenna and becomes stuck to Si surface by other forces [Fig. 8(b)]. It remains stuck thereafter [Figs. 8(c) and 8(d)], even after the trapping laser is switched off [Fig. 8(e)]. To illustrate the background level, an EM-CCD frame captured when both the green and infrared (trapping) lasers are switched off is shown as Fig. 8(f).

Fig. 8. EM-CCD frames showing optical trapping and sticking of a QD. (a) In this frame, QD is diffusing freely. (b)–(f) QD becomes stuck to Si surface. Purple circles in panels (d) and (e) indicate another suspended QD that moves freely by Brownian diffusion. The intensity of the infrared laser (1064 nm) is decreased in panel (d) [for (a)–(c): I₀ = 17.3 mW/µm²; for (d): I₀ = 12.7 mW/µm²]. Images are captured with auto-scaling of contrast, as provided by the EM-CCD camera and software. Scale bar: 8 µm.

![Fig. 8](image)

Fig. 9. Tracking of fluorescent emission with green laser only from a single non-trapped free moving QD in solution as a function of time (35×35 pixel cross section).
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CHAPTER 6

Summary and future work

6.1 Summary of results

In this dissertation, we focus on the direct observation of optical trapping and tracking of single nanoparticles using two different nanostructures, that is, a double nanohole (DNH) aperture in a gold film, and an all-dielectric (silicon) nanoantenna on a silicon substrate. Due to the high thermal conductivity of the materials employed (i.e., Au and Si) and the heat sink functionality (i.e., via Au film for DNH device and via Si substrate for Si nanoantenna), both nanostructures exhibit only modest localized heating. Optical forces acting on nanoparticles are determined from the rigorous Maxwell stress tensor method. Our results quantify the one-to-one interactions between single nanoparticles and single nanostructures.

In the first experiment (Chapter 3), we employ fluorescence microscopy to track the position of a single trapped polystyrene nanosphere with a diameter of 20 nm in the vicinity of a plasmonic DNH aperture. We furthermore perform Langevin equation simulations to model the trapped nanoparticle trajectories under the influence of the relevant forces, including the Stokes drag force, gravity force with buoyancy, optical trapping force and Brownian force (stochastic). This combination of experiments and simulations provides a powerful means for the better understanding of the fundamental mechanism that governs trapping behaviour in nanostructure-based optical tweezers. In the second experiment (Chapter 4), we experimentally demonstrate the optical trapping and transport of polystyrene nanospheres with diameters of 20 nm and 100 nm using a non-plasmonic all-dielectric (Si) nanoantenna. We observe that multiple nanoparticles...
can be simultaneously trapped by a single all-Si nanoantenna. We also show that fluorescent emission from a single trapped NS can be excited via two-photon absorption with the CW infrared trapping laser. This work represents the first experimental realization of optical trapping using all-dielectric nanoantennas. With the ultralow heat generation in our Si nanoantennas, a number of interesting possibilities exist for extending trapping works. In the last experiment (Chapter 5), the optical trapping and direct tracking of a single streptavidin-coated CdSe/ZnS quantum dot using all-Si nanoantennas are successfully demonstrated. We also show that single trapped QDs can be excited by two-photon absorption from the same trapping laser at relatively low input power due to near-field enhancement. This work presents an example of all-dielectric nanotweezers for achieving optical trapping and manipulation of nanomaterials for biosensing.

6.2 Suggestions for future work

The following are some suggestions for future research on the optical trapping of nanoparticles. These represent open and unsolved problems.

**Brownian motion simulations:** In our Brownian dynamics simulations, due to the very short solver time step, our theoretical modelling predicts nanoparticle trajectories over time intervals of 100 μs or shorter. Such a simulation (of 100 μs) however takes three days to carry out on a standard desktop computer at the time of writing. Ideally, future work would extend the modelling time interval to be ~ tens of seconds, would enable direct comparison with experiment data. In addition, it would be ideal to include additional forces and interactions to accurately describe the trapped nanoparticle
dynamics in the water flow, for example, van der Waals forces, thermophoretic forces, electric double layer forces, fluid-particle interactions, and particle-particle interactions.

**Optical trapping and manipulation of nanomaterials for sensing:** Our results demonstrate that Si nanoantennas are robust as optical nanotweezers for the trapping of nanoparticles with negligible local heating. It would be interesting to develop other sorts of dielectric nanotweezers (and not just silicon) for the optical trapping and manipulation (e.g., rotation) of various nanomaterials, such as molecules, DNA, nanodiamonds (with nitrogen-vacancy centres), silk-coated nanoparticles, semiconductor nanowires, upconverting fluorescent nanoparticles and chiral nanoparticles. Furthermore, all-dielectric nanoantennas used with picosecond or femtosecond pulsed lasers and applied alternating current (AC) or direct current (DC) electric fields may provide other interesting phenomena.

In the experiments, we trap single QDs using a Si nanoantenna for several minutes. Our experiments record the blinking process of the QDs. However, it would also be interesting to measure other QD properties at the single QD level, such as fluorescence lifetime and quantum yield. Moreover, using fluorescence microscopy, we track particle centre locations in $x$- and $y$-axes. In the future, we can use other techniques to observe the vertical positions of trapped nanoparticles along the $z$-axis.

All-dielectric nanoantennas can feature strong magnetic field resonant modes ("magnetic hotspots"), excited by appropriate choice of the polarization of the incident light. It may be interesting to consider whether nanoparticles with magnetic dipole (MD) resonances could be optically trapped in these magnetic field hotspots. This might have applications in particle sorting, for example.
With the significantly reduced local heating behaviour, all-dielectric nanoantennas are very suitable for the trapping of single molecules for biological sensing, where small thermal changes are critical. I have done some preliminary experiments on the optical trapping of fluorescent proteins using our all-Si nanoantennas (Figure 6.1). Due to the weak fluorescence and very small size, I find it is difficult to directly observe a single Alexa Fluor 594-labeled streptavidin (Life Technologies, S32356, average molecular weight ~ 60 kDa) through fluorescence microscopy. The proteins are suspended in a 1:1 glycerol/PBS buffer (1X, pH 7.4) mix with Tween 20 added (0.1% v/v) with a final concentration of ~ 20 ng/µL. EM-CCD camera however can detect the trapping process from the step-like increase of the fluorescence signal. My future work will extend this direction for the direct observation of optical trapping of a single molecule (maybe for large proteins), although it presents a big challenge. As shown in Figure 6.1a–c, single proteins are trapped by all-silicon nanoantennas, resulting in the step-like increases in fluorescence. Switching the trapping laser off in Figure 6.1a,b results in the quick release of proteins. In Figure 6.1d, we also include another example with both infrared and green lasers on and there is no protein trapped.

**Figure 6.1.** Optical trapping of single proteins (Alexa Fluor 594-labeled streptavidin, Life Technologies) as sudden discrete jumps in fluorescence counts ($I_0 = 12$ mW/µm², 25×25 pixel cross section). Red arrow: trapping laser is switched off.
Optical forces determination at the nanoscale: More recently, based on the investigation with conventional optical tweezers, it has been suggested that the electric double layer (EDL) coating and zeta potential of nanoparticles (for sub-100 nm) may play an important role in determining their optical trapping behaviour.\(^1\)\(^2\) As such, understanding the generation of optical forces at the nanoscale is not only important for the complete description of the optical trapping mechanism but is highly attractive for a wide range of subjects. On the basis of our trapping results as well as numerical calculations, optical trapping of NPs is observed even when the trapping energy is smaller than the thermal energy. To have a better understanding of the trapping process of conventional and near-field optical tweezers in a complete fashion, it may be interesting to develop a deeper understanding of the effect of the EDL and zeta potential upon the optical forces exerted on nanoparticles.
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